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PROCEDURE FOR SCHEDULING ASSEMBLY-WIDE ACTIVITIES TO THE CALENDAR

Check the Master Calendar in the Assembly Office for the availability of the desired date and facility. Contact
Linda Schopp, Chair of the Calendar Committee, or Ken Cox, Managing Director, with the proposed
addition. They will consult the members of the Calendar Committee for approval of requested date and
will notify both you and the office of the committee’s decision.
Cover Photo Courtesy of Barb Perry
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PRESIDENT’S NEWSLETTER

During 2020 the Assembly was closed due to the global coronavirus pandemic. Like so many other
aspects of our lives, the pandemic required us to do things differently. I want to acknowledge what a
difficult year we’ve all just been through. So much of 2020 was spent trying to cope and adjust with
all the ways the world was changing. How uncertain things were.
The coronavirus created new ways for us to interact while keeping our family and friends safe –
pods at the Crystal beach, get togethers at the end of cottage driveways, outdoor Bible study, and
registration outside on the porch thanks to Elaine and Barb Walton! We were in uncharted territory
and came together as a community to find strength and get through it. Thanks to all the trustees,
committees and volunteers who found innovative ways to keep us connected – I know being a part
of the CSA helped me survive 2020.
I am sure none of us could ever have imagined conducting our Board of Trustees and Annual/Special
Meetings over the internet on a Zoom webinar. Even though it was very different from meeting in
person, we were productive and covered a multitude of matters. Read the highlights below. For more
information on these topics go to our website at summerassembly.org -> IMPORTANT NEWS and
click on an item to read more.
•
		
		
		

We tightly controlled our expenses in 2020 and our cash flow position for 2021 is good. Most
CSA Lot Owners and Associate Members paid their fees in spite of our being closed and
many gave more than usual. On behalf of the CSA Board of Trustees, I thank you for your
thoughtful gifts.

• The budget for 2021 was approved. It is based on the 2020 budget. The weekly fee is remaining
		 at $33 per week. No changes to the automobile and boat fees, Woods Courts tennis fees and
		 WW&GL fees.
• We have a number of important votes scheduled for the 2021 Annual Meeting on Saturday,
		 July 31st @ 9:30am:
			 1. The membership will vote to approve the updated Articles of Incorporation which have
				 not been updated since originally filed in 1932. The Articles are foundational corporate
				 documents filed with the State of Michigan and create the corporate existence. Our
				 Bylaws work in conjunction with the Articles of Incorporation to form the legal backbone
				 of the Assembly.
			 2. In a vote taken at the September 26, 2020 Special Meeting the membership voted
				 overwhelmingly to change "privilege ticket" to "Assembly ticket". The next step is to vote 		
				 on changing privilege ticket to "Assembly ticket" everywhere it is used in the Bylaws.
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			 3. The Board is sponsoring two amendments to the CSA Bylaws:
				 • Proposed amendment #1. The Bylaws Committee reviewed the current Bylaws and
					 found three places where "privilege ticket" occurs. These occurrences are all in section I,
					Membership.
				 • The proposed amendment #2 arises from our update to the CSA Articles of
					 Incorporation. The Board recommends moving the language that defines the term of
					 office for the Trustees from the Articles to the Bylaws. There is no change to the total
					 number of trustees, the number elected each year or the term of the trustees.
•
		
		
		

New Renter Registration Process: If you rent out your property on the Assembly
grounds, Wildewood and Golf Lane Associations, there is a new process to register your
renters in advance. This will help the registration process go more smoothly for all and
determine if someone registering is eligible to purchase an Assembly ticket.

• The ad hoc Lake Michigan Dunes, Bluff and Beach Committee (DBB) was newly established
		 by the Board of Trustees at the July 31st, 2020 Board meeting. The Committee has two
		 critical objectives:
			 1. Provide a way for our community to safely access the Lake Michigan beach
			 2. To the extent possible, preserve our bluff and beach from continuing erosion due to high
				 water levels, strong winds and any sea wall impact
		 Progress is underway in the following areas: 2 and 3-dimensional aerial imagery of CSA
		common area to understand the current situation; a Land Survey to determine our property
		 lines, dimensions and the location of any property features; an engineering study to provide 		
		 expert advice and recommendations on mitigating / preventing erosion to the extent 		
		 possible and options for permanent safe pedestrian access to the beach.
•
		
		
		
		

Sea Wall Proposal Vote -The Board received a request from CSA property owners North of
the CSA Lake MI Beach bluff to build a steel sea wall on CSA common property. This steel sea
wall replaces the wood sea wall built in 1986 that has mostly been destroyed. Their purpose
for building a new sea wall is to prevent further erosion of the beach and bluff in front of their
cottages and hopefully prevent them from falling into the lake or having to tear them down.

		 The Board agreed to put forth a motion in 2021 to Lot Owning Members to vote on the
		Property Owners’ proposal to access and build the sea wall on CSA common property.
		 The vote is expected at the special meeting scheduled for February 20, 2021.
I know we all hope the Assembly can be open this summer…and in some way, with a unified effort, it
probably can be. It will not be business as usual, but with safety measures, cooperation and volunteer
help incorporated with our traditions, we can hopefully find some sense of a normal CSA summer.
Take care,
-Holly Freeburg
CSA Board of Trustees President
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REPORT

This past summer was unique in many ways. In spite of the program being suspended and the buildings
closed, there was a sense of community present on the Crystal Lake beach, along South Shore Rd,
on the front porch of the Assembly Building, and in different corners of the woods as old friends met
once again and shared news.
Elaine Walton did an amazing job in her first summer as the Office Manager. She was ably assisted by
Barb Patterson as they set up shop on the front porch of the Assembly Building where they registered
folks and collected fees. The generosity of the many ticket holders who paid their fees as if everything
was in full gear, giving us a surplus in our budget, was truly remarkable.
The Crystal Beach Fire Pit security light was successful in toning down the late night par ties.
Once I turned it on I did not receive any complaints from nearby cottage owners about the
peace being disturbed.
We have a new cement ramp leading to the main entrance door at the Crystal View. Elaine reported
that the mason did a fine job. It looks good in the photos that I’ve seen.
Because we had only two staff members this past summer, volunteers really stepped up and took
care of many of the jobs that needed to be done. Steve and Mark Walton kept the grounds in great
shape. Jay Burt worked with Mark Walton and put the waterfront together. A nice sized group of
volunteers scraped and painted the Crystal backboards early in the summer. There were many others
that pitched in to take care of a variety of things that needed attention.
In short, the summer was a bit strange, but I enjoyed working with so many kind people. Let’s hope
that we can return to a more normal schedule in June, but time will tell where we are with the virus
by then.
- Ken Cox
Managing Director
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STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

Ken Cox, Managing Director, worked with CSA
volunteers to paint the Crystal Lake tennis court
backboards, maintain the buildings and grounds
and so much more.

Elaine Walton, Office Manager (pictured) ably
assisted by Barbara Walton Patterson, Front
Office Supervisor and David Belknap, Trustee,
registered members on the porch.
Photos by Beth Congbalay
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SECRETARY’S BULLETIN BOARD
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE AUGUST 1, 2020 ANNUAL MEETING

•

Despite being closed this summer due to COVID, the CSA’s finances are strong due to the
generosity of the membership with registration fees and voluntary contributions.

•

New policies regarding rentals have been enacted to clarify CSA rules and to ensure that
renters are eligible for and purchase an Assembly ticket.

•

Tribute paid to Dave Robertson, who led the waterfront efforts for over 30 years, and who
passed away in 2020.

•

The results of the survey regarding the “privilege ticket” name was reviewed, with the
membership overwhelmingly approving a change to “Assembly ticket”; the change would be
recommended at the next CSA member meeting.

•

The ad hoc Michigan Dunes, Bluff and Beach Committee reviewed its anticipated work
today and led a discussion about whether to close off access to the Michigan beach for
safety reasons and to protect the dune. No decision was made at that time.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SEPTEMBER 26, 2020 SPECIAL MEETING

•

The membership overwhelmingly voted to change the name “privilege ticket” to “Assembly
ticket”. Required Bylaw changes will be presented to the membership for approval in 2021
and signage and other use to be changed.

•

2020 Celebration of Life held July 25, 2020, with special Celebration of Life church service
to be held July 21, 2021 for 2020 and 2021.

•

Update on work of ad hoc Michigan Dunes, Bluff and Beach Committee. Committee is
continuing to evaluate safety of access; access will be limited and will be closed if deemed
too dangerous. Committee is in process of identifying experts to advise CSA on options
for protecting the dunes. The cottages of three property owners north of the CSA beach
access are in danger of falling into Lake Michigan, and the owners will be presenting a
proposal to the CSA board to construct a metal seawall to replace a deteriorated wooden
seawall constructed with CSA permission in 1986.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE JANUARY 9, 2021 SPECIAL MEETING

• Presentations from Lake Michigan Dunes, Bluff and Beach Committee, Board of Trustees and
		 Owners seeking approval to build seawall to protect cottages from dune erosion.
• Motions to approve seawall and proposed amendment to require owners to give CSA an
		 easement for beach access made but not voted on.
• Meeting adjourned until February 20, 2021
A full copy of the draft minutes of the 2020 Annual Meeting, September 26, 2020, January 9, and
February 20, 2021 Special Meetings will be posted outside the post office boxes in the Assembly
Building after June 1, 2021 and on the CSA website – summerassembly.org.
CALL FOR THE 2021 ANNUAL MEETING

The Congregational Summer Assembly Annual Meeting shall be held on Saturday, July 31,
2021 at 9:30 a.m. in the Assembly Building located at 2128 Pilgrim Highway, Frankfort, Michigan
if the CSA is not closed due to the COVID pandemic. If the CSA is not open, a virtual meeting will
be held at that time.
NOMINATIONS
The following five candidates have agreed to be nominated at the 2021 Annual Meeting to serve as
Trustees from 2021 – 2024:
1) Debbie Allbright 2) Bill Fisk 3) Joshua Knight 4) Lorry Spitzer 5) Jennifer Rodes Swetland
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE FEBRUARY 20, 2021 SPECIAL MEETING

• The motion to approve the three property owners’ request for construction access and
		 permission to rebuild the degraded wooden sea wall with a new steel sea wall was approved,
		 subject to entry with an agreement acceptable to the CSA.
• The Board will be meeting in March to work on plans for safe activities for the 2021 season
		 in the second year of the COVID pandemic.
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CORPORATIONS, SECURITIES & COMMERCIAL LICENSING BUREAU
(FOR BUREAU USE ONLY)

Date Received

This document is effective on the date filed, unless a
subsequent effective date within 90 days after received
date is stated in the document.
Name

Warner Norcross + Judd LLP; Attn: John C. Muhs
Address

2000 Town Center, Suite 2700
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Southfield

State

ZIP Code
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48075

EFFECTIVE DATE:

Document will be returned to the name and address you enter above.
Ç If left blank, document will be returned to the registered office. È

RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
For use by Domestic Nonprofit Corporations
(Please read information and instructions on the last page)
Pursuant to the provisions of Act 162, Public Acts of 1982, the undersigned corporation executes the following Restated
Articles:
1. The present name of the corporation is:
2.
CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY
2. The identification number assigned by the Bureau is:

800873413

3. The former names of the corporation are: N/A
4. The date of filing the original Articles of Incorporation was:

January 9, 1932

The following Restated Articles of Incorporation supersede the Articles of Incorporation as amended and shall be the
Articles of Incorporation for the corporation:
ARTICLE I
The name of the corporation is:

4. The date of filing the original Articles of Incorporation was:

January 9, 1932

CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY
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The following Restated Articles of Incorporation supersede the Articles of Incorporation asContinued
amended and shall be the
Articles of Incorporation for the corporation:
ARTICLE I
The name of the corporation is:

CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY

ARTICLE II
The purpose or purposes for which the corporation is formed are:
serve;

(a)

to promote the physical, intellectual, moral and religious welfare of the constituency which it seeks to

(b)
to sell or lease lots from its real estate to which it has equitable or legal title, and the monies derived by
said means, as well as other monies acquired in other ways, shall be applied to the improvement of the real property of
the Congregational Summer Assembly grounds as set forth on the Benzie County register of deeds (“Assembly Grounds”),
defraying the necessary expenses of the corporation, and otherwise furthering its ends, as the Board of Trustees and the
other officers of the corporation shall determine; and
to enter into any kind of activity, to make and perform any contract and to exercise all powers necessary,
(c)
incidental or convenient to the administration, management, maintenance, repair, replacement and operation of the
Assembly Grounds, and with all powers conferred upon nonprofit corporations by the laws of the State of Michigan.
ARTICLE III
1. The corporation is formed upon a
basis.

Nonstock

(Stock or Nonstock)

basis.

2. If formed on a stock basis, the total number of shares the corporation has authority to issue is
. If the shares are or are to be divided into
classes, the designation of each class, the number of shares in each class, and the relative rights, preferences and
limitations of the shares of each class to the extent that the designations, numbers, relative rights, preferences, and
limitations have been determined are as follows:

ARTICLE III (cont.)
3.

a.

The corporation is to be financed under the following general plan:
The corporation is primarily financed by membership and other fees.

b.

The corporation is formed on a

ARTICLE IV
1. The name of the resident agent at the registered office is:
ELAINE WALTON
2. The address of its registered office in Michigan is:

Membership

(Membership or Directorship)

basis.

The corporation is primarily financed by membership and other fees.
10
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The corporation is formed on a
Membership

SECRETARY’S BULLETIN BOARD Continued

basis.

(Membership or Directorship)

ARTICLE IV
1. The name of the resident agent at the registered office is:
ELAINE WALTON
2. The address of its registered office in Michigan is:
2128 PILGRIM HWY
(Street Address)

FRANKFORT

,

Michigan

(City)

49635
(ZIP Code)

3. The mailing address of the registered office in Michigan if different than above:
,
(Street Address or PO Box)

(City)

Michigan
(ZIP Code)

Use space below for additional Articles or for continuation of previous Articles. Please identify any Article being continued
or added. Attach additional pages if needed.

CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY
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ARTICLE V
The term of this corporation shall be perpetual.
ARTICLE VI
When a compromise or arrangement or a plan of reorganization of this corporation is proposed between this
corporation and its creditors or any class of them or between this corporation and its members, or any class of them, a court
of equity jurisdiction within the state, on application of this corporation or of a creditor, or member of the corporation, or an
application of a receiver appointed for the corporation, may order a meeting of the creditors or class of creditors or of the
members or class of members to be affected by the proposed compromise or arrangement or reorganization, to be
summoned in such manner as the court directs. If a majority in number representing seventy-five percent (75%) in value of
the creditors or class of creditors, or of the members or class of members to be affected by the proposed compromise or
arrangement or a reorganization, agree to a compromise or arrangement or a reorganization of this corporation as a
consequence of the compromise or arrangement, the compromise or arrangement and the organization, if sanctioned by
the court to which the application has been made, shall be binding on all the creditors or class of creditors, or on all of the
members or class of members and also on this corporation.
ARTICLE VII
Any action required or permitted to be taken at an annual or special meeting of members may be taken without
a meeting, without prior notice and without a vote, if a consent in writing, setting forth the action so taken, is signed by
members having not less than the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to authorize or take the action at a
meeting at which all members entitled to vote thereon were present and voted. Prompt notice of the taking of the corporate
action without a meeting by less than unanimous written consent shall be given to members who have not consented in
writing.
ARTICLE VIII
A contract or other transaction between this corporation and one or more of its trustees or officers, or between
this corporation and another corporation, firm or association of any type or kind, in which one or more of this corporation's
trustees or officers are trustees or officers, or are otherwise interested, is not void or voidable solely because of such common
trusteeship, officership or interest, or solely because such trustees are present at the meeting of the board or committee
thereof which authorizes or approves the contract or transaction, or solely because their votes are counted for such purpose
if:
(a)
The contract or other transaction is fair and reasonable to this corporation when it is
authorized, approved or ratified; or
(b)
The material facts as to the trustee’s or officer's relationship or interest and as to the
contract or transaction are disclosed or known to the board or committee, and the board or committee
authorizes, approves or ratifies the contract or transaction by a vote sufficient for the purpose without
counting the vote of any common or interested director; or
(c)
The material facts as to the trustee’s or officer's relationship or interest as to the contract or
transaction are disclosed or known to the members, and they authorize, approve or ratify the contract or
transaction.
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ARTICLE IX

A trustee or officer of the corporation shall not be personally liable to the corporation or its members for
monetary damages for any action taken or failure to take any action as a trustee or officer, except liability is not limited for
any of the following:
(a)

the amount of a financial benefit received by a trustee or officer to which he or she is not entitled;

(b)

intentional infliction of harm on the corporation, its shareholders, or members;

(c)
a violation of Section 551 of the Michigan Nonprofit Corporation Act, which section relates to the
making of an improper dividend or distribution;
(d)

an intentional criminal act; or

a liability imposed under Section 497(a) of the Michigan Nonprofit Corporation Act which refers to
(e)
costs imposed by a court.
If, after the adoption of this Article, the Michigan Nonprofit Corporation Act is amended to further eliminate
or limit the liability of a trustee or officer, then a trustee or officer of the corporation (in addition to the circumstances in which
a trustee is not personally liable as set forth in the preceding paragraph) shall, to the fullest extent permitted by the Michigan
Nonprofit Corporation Act, not be liable to the corporation or its members, as so amended. No amendment to or alteration,
modification, or repeal of this Article shall increase the liability or alleged liability of any trustee or officer of the corporation
for or with respect to any acts or omissions of such trustee occurring prior to such amendment, alteration, modification, or
repeal.
ARTICLE X
The corporation shall assume the liability for all acts or omissions of any officer, trustee, or other volunteer
of the corporation if all of the following are met:
(a)
the officer, trustee or volunteer was acting or reasonably believed he or she was acting within the
scope of his or her authority;
(b)
(c)
misconduct;
(d)

the officer, trustee or volunteer was acting in good faith;
the officer, trustee or volunteer’s conduct did not amount to gross negligence or willful and wanton
the officer, trustee or volunteer’s conduct was not an intentional tort; and

(e)
the officer, trustee or volunteer’s conduct was not a tort arising out of the ownership, maintenance,
or use of a motor vehicle for which tort liability may be imposed as provided in section 3135 of the insurance code
of 1956, Act No. 218 of the Public Acts of 1956, being section 500.3135 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
ARTICLE XI
The right of any member of this corporation to inspect the corporation's lists of members, lists of donors or
donations, or its other books and records, shall be limited if the board makes a good faith determination that one or more of
the following apply:
(a) opening the lists of members, lists of donors or donations, or its other books and records for inspection
would impair the rights of privacy or free association of the members;
(b) opening the lists of members, lists of donors or donations, or its other books and records for inspection
would impair the lawful purposes of the corporation; and/or
(c) opening the lists of donors or donations for inspection is not in the best interests of the corporation or its
donors.

(c)
misconduct;
(d)

the officer, trustee or volunteer’s conduct did not amount to gross negligence or willful and wanton
the officer, trustee
or volunteer’s conduct
was not
an intentional tort; and
CONGREGATIONAL
SUMMER
ASSEMBLY
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(e)
the officer, trustee or volunteer’s conduct was not a tort arising out of the ownership, maintenance,
Continued
or use of a motor vehicle for which tort liability may be imposed as provided in section
3135 of the insurance code
of 1956, Act No. 218 of the Public Acts of 1956, being section 500.3135 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.
ARTICLE XI
The right of any member of this corporation to inspect the corporation's lists of members, lists of donors or
donations, or its other books and records, shall be limited if the board makes a good faith determination that one or more of
the following apply:
(a) opening the lists of members, lists of donors or donations, or its other books and records for inspection
would impair the rights of privacy or free association of the members;
(b) opening the lists of members, lists of donors or donations, or its other books and records for inspection
would impair the lawful purposes of the corporation; and/or
(c) opening the lists of donors or donations for inspection is not in the best interests of the corporation or its
donors.
ARTICLE XII
These Articles of Incorporation may be amended, altered, changed or repealed only by the affirmative vote of
a majority of the members of the corporation.

5. These Restated Articles of Incorporation were duly adopted on the [_____] day of [____________], 2021, in
accordance with the provisions of Section 641 of the Nonprofit Corporation Act:

�

by the Board of Directors without a vote of the members or shareholders. These Restated Articles of
Incorporation only restate and integrate the articles and include only amendments adopted under section
611(1) or section 611(2) of the Act and there is no material discrepancy between those provisions and the
provisions of the Restated Articles of Incorporation.

�

were duly adopted by the shareholders, the members, or the directors (if organized on a nonstock directorship
basis). The necessary number of votes were cast in favor of these Restated Articles of Incorporation.

�

were duly adopted by the written consent of all the shareholders or members entitled to vote in accordance
with Section 407(3) of the Act.

�

were duly adopted by the written consent of all the directors pursuant to Section 525 of the Act as the
corporation is formed on a directorship basis.

�

were duly adopted by the written consent of the members, shareholders, or their proxies having not less than
the minimum number of votes required by statute in accordance with Section 407 of the Act. Written notice
to members or shareholders who have not consented in writing has been given. (Note: Written consent by
less than all of the members, shareholders, or their proxies is permitted only if such provision appears in the
Articles of Incorporation.)

Signed this [_____] day of [____________________], 2021
By

(Signature of an Authorized Officer or Agent)

__________________________________________________________
(Type or Print Name)

(Type or Print Title)
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BYLAW AMENDMENTS

The following amendments to the Bylaws will be presented for a vote of the members. These
amendments have been proposed in accordance with Section IX of the CSA Bylaws. Old language
to be removed is shown by strikeout, new language is shown in bold.
Sponsor: The CSA Board of Trustees
Statement of Purpose: Proposed Amendment #1 is to update the name “privilege ticket” to
“Assembly ticket”, consistent with the member vote at the September 26, 2020 Special Meeting.
Proposed Amendment #2 is to add language regarding staggered classes of trustees, to move from
the 1932 Articles of Incorporation (see notes to Articles approval section above). These proposed
amendments may be voted on by all Members and Associate Members.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT #1 – CHANGE NAME “PRIVILEGE TICKET” TO
“ASSEMBLY TICKET”
SECTION I. MEMBERSHIP
A. Membership. There shall be two types of membership known as “Members” and
“Associate Members,” which classifications shall be subject to the following regulations:
1. Members. Members are all adult individuals who are beneficial owners of or who
are named as owners on the deed or legal instrument pursuant to which title is held
on property of the Congregational Summer Assembly. Eligibility to purchase privilege
Assembly tickets shall be determined pursuant to guidelines established by the
Board of Trustees.
2. Associate Members. Individuals, as hereinafter defined, not owning real property
on the Assembly grounds, shall be designated as Associate Members, subject to the
provisions of the following three paragraphs and to the voting limitations set forth in
Section I Article C. below.
A. All Associate Members elected prior to January 1, 2007 shall continue as Associate
Members as long as they remain in good standing.
B. Effective January 1, 2007, all other adult individuals who, upon application have been
determined by the Membership Committee to have held an Congregational Summer
Assembly ticket for a minimum of any ten years shall be granted Associate Membership.
Eligibility to purchase privilege Assembly tickets shall be determined pursuant to
guidelines established by the Board of Trustees.
Associate Membership shall be automatically terminated when the individual in question
acquires ownership of real property on the Assembly grounds.

CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT #2 – ADD LANGUAGE REGARDING STAGGERED
CLASSES FOR TRUSTEES
SECTION III. BOARD OF TRUSTEES
C. Number, Election and Term of Office. The Board of Trustees shall consist
of fifteen persons elected Trustees by the members at the annual meeting and
other ex officio members with full voting rights as designated in the Bylaws. Five
trustees shall be elected each year for a term of three years by
the membership at the annual meeting. The term of office of each elected
member of the Board of Trustees in effect at the time of adoption of these Bylaws shall
not be affected by the provisions hereof. The President of the Women’s Association
or a duly designated representative of the Women’s Association, the Secretary, the
Treasurer, and the immediate Past President of the Assembly for the one year following
his/her service as President, shall serve as ex officio members of the Board with full
voting rights. The Managing Director shall attend all meetings and act in an advisory
capacity to the Board and the Executive Committee.

VOTING BY PROXY
Members eligible to vote who are unable to attend the Annual Meeting should file proxy votes with the
secretary at least 24 hours prior to the meeting. Proxy votes, which may be left at the office, must include
the name of the voting member, name of the member authorized to vote in proxy, name and date of the
meeting to which the proxy applies. No more than 7 proxy votes shall be held by one person. Associate
Members are not permitted to designate proxies.
The following is a sample proxy which would apply to any business which properly may come before said
meeting. You may limit such a proxy to certain issues or motions if you wish.
“Know all persons by these presents. That I _________________________________________
of __________________________________________ do hereby constitute and appoint
_______________________________________ my proxy at the ___________________ meeting of
the Congregational Summer Assembly to be held at C.S.A. on the _______________________day of
_____ 20 _____.
Signature __________________________________________

Date____________________
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* Indicates Executive Committee Member
The Trustee class which retires in 2021 is responsible for presenting the Officer Slate for 2022
.OFFICERS OF THE ASSEMBLY
PRESIDENT:
*Holly Freeburg

SECRETARY:
*Jennifer Meeker

VICE PRESIDENT:
*Beth Wolszon

TREASURER:
*Gary Dawley

BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
2018-2021
Carol Edmonds
Jeff Peoples
Jim Gosnell
Beth Wolszon
2019-2022
Bill Barnes
*Molly Bazzani
*David Belknap
Heidi McCaulley
Jane Taylor
2020 - 2023
Ed Allred
Alfie Bingham
*Brook Hammond Cunningham
*Diane Robertson Tracy
Crissie Fuller Vitale
MANAGING DIRECTOR:
Ken Cox
WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION:
Nancy Gaffney
Ann Whelpton
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CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY COMMITTEES
ARTS
Jane Taylor, Chair
Catherine Davis
Merry Elrick
Julia Gibson
Sarah Larson
Jan Lauerman
Barbara Perry
Shannon Wise
BUDGET
Lou Rollinson, Chair
Joel Buzzell
Ken Cox
Brook Cunningham
Gary Dawley
Schuyler House
Darcy Howe
Fred Lauerman
Cathy Reed
BUILDINGS & GROUNDS
Joel Buzzell, Chair
David Belknap
Eleanor Comings
Ken Cox
Russ Freeburg
Liz Griffin
Alan Marble
Steve Walton
Pete Weir
David Wynne
BYLAWS
Jim Gosnell, Chair
Anne Dupré
Liz Griffin
Crissie Vitale
Marilyn Winter
CALENDAR
Linda Schopp, Chair
Ken Cox
Carolyn Konnert
Jan Lauerman
Tim Potter
Marilyn Winter

CITATIONS
Marjorie Pearsall-Groenwald, Chair
Jane Cooper
Jennifer Daly
Bruce Johnson
Leslie Buntain Ritter
Linda Schopp
Wanda Shreiner
Steve Walton
Marilyn Winter
COMMUNICATIONS
Beth Congbalay, Chair
Carol Barbour
Tom Clapp
Dean Keiser
Alan Marble
Ginanne Brownell Mitic
Liz Negrau
Sam Rosenblatt
Julie Walton
Beth Wolszon
CONSTRUCTION REVIEW
Tom Kucera, Chair
Chris Albright
Ken Cox
Jan Fayhee
Jim Gosnell
Julia Nerbonne
Jeff Peoples
CRYSTAL VIEW
Eric Buzzell, Chair
Hannah Burgener
Cary Buzzell
Jennifer Crossen
David Elliott
Heidi McCaulley
Barbara Patterson
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ECOLOGY
Linda Campbell, Chair
Carol Allbright
Nancy Baglan
Bill Barnes
Gayle Boecker
Jim Boecker
Hannah Burgener
Elizabeth Crowdus
Nancy Donald
Katie Hartin
Lauren Hoerr
Molly Jones
Michael Kennedy
Fred Lauerman
Jan Lauerman
Julia Nerbonne
Jane Limmer Perrino
Ed Petrick
Barbara Poehlein
Gwen Rogers
Mary Lou Stanton
EXECUTIVE
Holly Freeburg, Chair
Gary Dawley, Treasurer
Jennifer Meeker, Board Secretary
Beth Wolszon, Vice President
Molly Bazzani
David Belknap
Brook Cunningham
Diane Tracy
Shannon Wise
FOREST CARE
Julia Nerbonne, Chair
Joel Buzzell
Tom Campbell
Tom Johnson
HUMAN RESOURCES/
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Tom Williams, Chair
Bill Barnes
Ann Murphy Burroughs
Jennifer Daly
Erin Jones
Colin Molloy
Barb Patterson
Cole Schindler
Steve Walton
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LEGAL
Bob Molloy, Chair
Warren Crowdus
Chris Decker
Peter Ellsworth
Jennifer Meeker
Lorry Spitzer
Elizabeth Weaver
MEMBERSHIP
Ann Murphy-Burroughs, Co-Chair
Megan Carrella, Co-Chair
Jane Cooper
Brook Cunningham
Judy Dawley
Mary Gosnell
Carolyn Johnson
Linda Kucera
M.J. Reisner
Linda Schopp
Crissie Vitale
Cathie Walker
Elaine Walton
Marilyn Winter
NOMINATIONS
Jonathan Buntain, Chair
Molly Bazzani
Anne Burt
Joel Buzzell
Debbie Cenname
Ellen Herscher
Lou Rollinson
Bob Schmidt
Helen Wangard
Nancy Weir

PRESERVATION FUND
Fred Lauerman, Chair
Bill Beck
Gary Dawley,
Jep Gruman
Dennis Nahnsen
Tommy Williams
SPIRITUAL LIFE
Jim Reisner, Chair
Ken Cox
Renee Fisk
Molly Frost
John Harbeson
Jonathan Knight
Ellie Mackinney
Dick Michel
Nancy Reid
Bob Schmidt
Cathy Schulz
Jenn Swetland
Shannon Wise
TENNIS
Alan Marble, Co-Chair
Dennis Nahnsen, Co-Chair
Meghan Beverley
Bob Brown
Warren Crowdus
Jennifer Daly
John Harbeson
Diane Kearney
Pat Kearney
Polly Mauer
Bob Norris
Matt Petrick
Wanda Shreiner
David Tull
Steve Walton
Kathy Way

WATERFRONT
Bob Cooper, Chair
David Belknap
Callie Furste
Larry Iles
Karen Neighbours Janssen
Sarah Larson
Ann Murphy Burroughs
Margie Nahnsen
Marjorie Pearsall-Groenwald
Leslie Ritter
Diane Robertson Tracy
Jana Way
Pete Weir
YOUTH
Luette Frost, Chair
Christie Bednar
Julia Billingham
Brett Bielski
Diana Campbell
Barbara Cooper
Jen Hamdorf-Torrens
Heidi McCaulley
Stacy Peoples
Sophie Scanlan
Jennifer Swetland

If you’re interested in serving on a committee, the CSA welcomes
your participation! Contact the committee chair(s) regarding your
willingness to serve.

ASSISTANTS
TO THE ARCHIVIST
CONGREGATIONAL SUMMER ASSEMBLY

y Gosnell Gillett
tonehedge Court
Arbor, MI 48105
lett@aol.com

THE ARCHIVES
ARCHIVIST
Jane Cooper
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Carol Nethercut Edm
2134 Robinson Ro
Frankfort, MI 4963
fcedmonfds@charte

ASSISTANTS TO THE ARCHIVIST
ARCHIVIST
EMERITA

Nancy Gosnell Gillett

Carol Nethercut Edmonds

Tamara Transue Royle

ARCHIVIST
EMERITAMI 48638
5660 Hacienda
Ct., Saginaw,
Tamara
Transue
Royle
wtr) 989-793-0826; smr) 231-399-0181

Do you remember the summer after Bennett Auditorium collapsed – when we held church services
on the slab and it never rained on a single Sunday morning all summer? That was the summer of 1959.
The Meeting House replaced it in 1960, collapsed in the winter of 1962, and was replaced by the
the
summer
after Bennett Auditorium collapsed – when we held
summer
season of 1962.

mber
ch
slab and it never rained on a single Sunday morning all summer? That wa
Learn about these things and more when you come to Pilgrim Place. Visit us on
9. The Meeting
House replaced
it in
1960,
collapsed
in the winter of 1962
Wednesdays
from 10:00 a.m.
to noon
or any
day by arrangement.
was replaced by the summer season of 1962.
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BIRTHS

DEATHS

Carter Douglas Combe (Fuller, Elliott)

Patsy Smolik Potter Beck

Lucy Savannah Cunningham

Marjorie H. Butler

Linus Birch Dennison

Elizabeth (Betsy) Churchill

Tucker Reed Elder (Spitzer, Ohlinger)

Hanna Kiep Clements

Shiloh Forrest Farmer (Boecker, Hughes)

Richard Cosaro

Axton Phoenix Feinberg (Clements, Gottleib)

Bradford Crane

Winsome Weekes Furste (Gruman)

Philip (Flip) Daly

Clara Josephine Gruman

Martha Way Dapogny

Thomas Everett Henry

James F. Fish

Macie Elizabeth Kuhn (Miller)

Marc G. Haidle, M.D.

Liam Norton

Jack Arlen Hughes

Isaac Alexander Perrino (Swartzbaugh, Limmer)

Erik D. Johnson

Cora Zerban Sigal (Herscher, Brown)

Charles H. (Chuck) King IV

Daphne Dorothy Voegele (Iles)

Frederick Joseph Marker
Robert A. Meyers
Willard Andre (Andy) Mollema
Susan Burrows Kidder Nelson
Barbara Porter Pray
David Haswell Robertson
Carol Barch Taylor
Rosemary Thomas
Anne Park Vogel
Bruce Walker

Photo by William Pray
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During the summer of 2020 the Assembly Building was closed due to the pandemic. An online form was
developed for people to submit births and deaths for the Celebration of Life reading and publication.
Feedback from the community is that they like the online form because they can submit the information
when it happens and is fresh in their minds. When the Assembly Building is open again you will also be
able to record the information in the Gray Notebook. Please only enter the information once - either
in the online form link below or the Gray Notebook. The information will be consolidated to create
one master list for the reading and publication.
Go to the CSA website at summerassembly.org and click on the link described below to enter into
the online form.
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Arts committee members guided us through a “virtual” summer by coming up with some good ideas
for carrying on the creative spirit of the CSA in these pandemic times. By the end of August, all
members had given feedback about our virtual summer. Through this experience, we have learned
more about presenting virtually. A) We know that it can be done, and B) we also know how we could
improve if needed. Of course we are hoping for a return to normal, but as we plan for next summer,
we will keep all avenues open.
1. Our first virtual stunt night was well received at the end of August. The video includes
uploaded performance videos from many members, a wonderful montage from stunt nights
through the decades, and ends with a preview of next year’s adult operetta! A huge shout out to
Shannon Wise, Amelie Koch (Larson) and Sarah Nieman and the many performers and
contributors who did a wonderful job with our first (and hopefully last) virtual stunt night. A nice
feature of the virtual stunt night is that all can continue to enjoy it throughout the winter months
as well! It can be found on the CSA website and YouTube. For the 2021 season, there will be a
Talent Show (alternates every other year with Stunt night), so start thinking about what talents
you could share!
2. Although Merry Elrick and Julia Gibson planned to host virtual discussions of the CSA Summer
2020 Read, (One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel García Márquez), apparently people
were just too busy enjoying the warm weather months to have another Zoom session. Never the
less, we are already planning for the 2021 CSA Read and will have the information to CSA folks
mid winter, so that they can begin reading.
3. A very successful virtual writing workshop with the theme of Truth; Writing Your Best Truth.
(Merry Elrick & Julia Gibson) was given on July 20th. The committee is currently planning for
writing workshops next summer.
4. Sarah Larson and Catherine Davis are hoping to continue posting and sharing artwork /
poetry that CSA members are working on, so that all may enjoy and be inspired.
5. This summer, CSA’s Ciaran McQuiston’s (Davies) virtual drawing workshops were well
attended and got rave reviews. We have the dates for the 2021 art workshops and hope to
be in back in person next summer.

Respectfully submitted,
- Jane Taylor, Chair
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The Communications Committee met weekly throughout the summer of 2020 via Zoom on
Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. EDT, to plan timely communications on social media, the website and
in weekly email messages. We hope to meet both in person and virtually in the summer of 2021 if
conditions allow. If anyone would like to join our committee or attend meetings in the future, please
contact Beth Congbalay. We welcome contributions for all of our communications outlets.
Weekly Emails: We send out one email per week on Fridays during the season highlighting
activities and announcements, as well as additional emails in the off-season on important topics. If you
would like to be added to the email list, please send a request to congregationalsummerassembly@
gmail.com.
CSA Website: We update the website constantly during the season with helpful information,
including a picture of the white board from the Assembly Building porch. You will find the website at
www.summerassembly.org.
Facebook page: Updated regularly with pictures, articles and videos of Assembly life. You will find
our Facebook page at facebook.com/CongregationalSummerAssembly.
CSA 411 Facebook Group: This is a closed group for individuals who are affiliated with the
CSA to share information, photos, lost and found, etc. Comments on here are solely the opinion of
the person posting. The privacy setting of the group was changed due a proliferation of unsolicited
requests to join. You may request to join the group by asking a current member of CSA 411 to invite
you. They type your name or email into the “Invite Members” box while in the group on their PC. If
the current member is using a Smartphone, there is a blue button they click that says “+Invite”. The
group administrator will approve the invitation and you will be added.
CSA Instagram page: You will find beautiful photos taken of the Congregational Summer
Assembly and surrounding area on the @summerassembly Instagram page. Everyone is invited to
contribute pictures by emailing them to Ginanne Brownell Mitic or by using the hashtag #CSAlakelife
on their own posts.
Congregational Summer Assembly YouTube Channel: Check out fun and exciting
videos on our YouTube Channel created over the past 5 years by different members of the
Communications, Spiritual Life and Arts Committees.
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JOB OPENING - COMMUNICATION AND ARCHIVE INTERN
Are you a CSA College student (age 18-25) who wants to learn, earn AND summer at the CSA?
Are you good at writing, photography/videography, social media and have good technical skills?
Can you:
• Write clear and engaging communications?
• Come up with creative ideas to engage the CSA community?
• Create videos and interactive content?
If so, this may be the Internship for YOU!
The job entails working 40 hours a week for the 9-week CSA season. Pay is $15/hour.
Work 20 hours a week as the Communications Intern:
• Write articles and blogs for the website, social media and weekly emails.
		 See http://summerassembly.org/stories
• Provide engaging and expanded coverage of summer activities for our Facebook and Instagram
		 pages. This includes attending CSA activities and taking photos/videos to post on the sites.
• Post White Board (Monday-Friday) and Youth Board (weekly) pictures to website
• Write a “Fun Facts” column or post each week on interesting things from the CSA archives
• Look for opportunities to better engage teens and young adults, including coverage of teen activities
Work 20 hours a week as the Archives Intern:
• Use technology to digitize and organize our records and preserve our history
• Help create educational presentations of archival material for Assembly gatherings and for youth
		 activities. Bring the Assembly history to life!
• Help make the archive material interesting and accessible to our community
Learn: Work with the Communications Committee, including an international journalist. Learn how
the CSA works, as well as fun things about our history.
Build Your Resume: Writing, reporting, social media, idea generation, and videography.
APPLY BY April 1, 2021
• Write 500-600 words on what it is about the CSA that is important to you . . . and how the CSA
		 will be a part of your future.
• Send your resume and the communication you wrote to: Beth Congbalay AND Jane Cooper.
Questions? Contact Beth Congbalay.
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Though the Ecology Fun and Ecology Explorers programs, as well as the Forest Care Fellow Program
were suspended during the 2020 season, the Covid-19 pandemic did not dampen volunteer efforts
that could be accomplished safely on the CSA environmental front! We were able to meet regularly
combining the efforts of the two committees during this down year and engaging intern, Lucas
Nerbonne, to assist in following up with Standish property owners, mapping trees, and removing
invasive species.
Standish Pilot Program
Lucas completed surveying the Standish Neighborhood cottage owners to assess their needs and
interests. We found that people do care and they need the help. The Pilot Program accomplished the
following goals:
1. Produced information packets with information on beech bark disease, a chart of invasive plants,
		 maps of invasive plants on CSA grounds, and a list of local and regional professionals to contact for
		 further information, treatment or removal of diseased trees and removal of invasive plants.
2. Apprised residents, not already aware, of the presence of the ash and beech trees and/or
		 invasive plants on their properties.
3. Engaged a licensed professional to assist interested residents in having invasive wood
		 bluegrass removed.
We want to help you care for the forest! The list of local and regional professionals who can assess
the trees and invasive plants on your property is posted on the CSA website. Or . . . let us know how
we can help.
Tree Care
• The hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA) is the latest potential threat to the abundant hemlock
		 trees throughout the CSA property. The Northwest Michigan Invasive Species Network (ISN)
		 began surveying hemlock trees for the HWA on CSA common grounds and private properties
		 with permission during the winter when the pest is most easily detected. This project was
		 halted, when funds to ISN were suspended due to the pandemic. To date, there have been no
		 sightings of HWA. In an effort to discourage the potential spread of HWA Lucas and David
		 Belknap pruned back hemlocks along roadsides. Lucas also charted our CSA Hemlock stands
		 using the mapping app, onX.
• Daniel Schillinger has completed his bi-annual treatment of tagged beech trees on CSA
		 grounds.The trees being treated are responding well. Lucas also recorded the location of these
		 beech trees on the mapping app.
• ISN will create maps from the data collected on both trees. This information will be helpful in
		 CSA tree care going forward.
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Invasive Plant Removal
• Benzie Conservation District assisted in removing the wood bluegrass (Poa nemoralis) on the
		 knoll, east of the Meeting House, along Edwards Avenue to the top of the hill, and Scrooby Lane.
• Lucas organized volunteers and participated in removing garlic mustard from common grounds.
• Twelve volunteers joined Carol and Frank Allbright for a two-hour CSA beach clean-up. We
		 hope to hold these more frequently during the 2021 season.
• Jim Boecker and Eddie Ellsworth worked this fall to remove invasive non-native honeysuckle
		 between the woods courts and the ball field.
• Fields Ratliff of Northwest Michigan Invasive Species Network continued to monitor and treat
		 Japanese knotweed.
Forest Regeneration Study Underway
Sarah Nieman, who is hoping to pursue graduate studies in Conservation Biology, joined us in August
to plan and collect initial data for a research study aimed at helping us understand the conditions
under which natural regeneration of the forest takes place. As our forests change due to climate
change and the “tree pandemic,” we hope to have some advice for you about how to care for the
remaining forest understory. Stay tuned for more from Sarah in summer 2021.
Pollinator Garden
The pollinator garden proved to be a peaceful and restorative place for the CSA community during
the summer. In an effort to keep the garden healthy and provide interest at the CSA entrance, some
plants were transplanted from the garden to the bed surrounding the CSA sign at the entrance. Thanks
to Carolyn Thayer (Designs in Bloom) and volunteers for their care. The Ecology Program is in part
funded by tax-deductible donations to the designated Ecology account in the Pilgrim Fund. We extend
our appreciation to those who have dedicated their Pilgrim Fund contributions to Ecology education
efforts. Our gratitude also goes to the CSA for its support and the Women’s Association that generously
provides monies to the Ecology and Forest Care programs through its fundraising efforts.
- Linda Campbell, Chair
- Julia Nerbonne, Chair
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The Committee is working on the following subjects:
a. Recruitment:
		 i. Barb Patterson has been hired to fill the new position of CSA Front Office Supervisor –
			 please stop by the office and say hello to Barb!
		 ii. Job Posting – we're working with the Communications Committee to make sure all future
			 CSA job openings are posted in a timely manner;
b. Keeping the current CSA Compensation Program up to date;
c. Succession Planning – prior to when any of our excellent managers move on, we're focused
		 on helping make the transition to a replacement as positive as possible;
d. Job Descriptions – 26 were updated in 2019, and the Committee continues to monitor and
		 upgrade them as appropriate.
Please contact Tommy Williams if you have questions about any of the above items or the Committee's
work, and thanks! – see you this summer!

- Tommy Williams,
		
Chair

Photo by Beth Congbalay
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MUSIC IN THE WOODS

Children’s Operetta:

“One Cray Cray Day at the CSA:
Another Operetta Odyssey”
Saturday, July 17, at 7:30 p.m.
at the CSA Meeting House.

As of this writing, we still hope we will be able to hold an operetta as usual following safety measures,
cooperation and, of course, our wonderful volunteer help.
"One Cray Cray Day at the CSA: Another Operetta Odyssey" will be presented Saturday, July, 17 at
7:30 p.m. at the Meeting House. The Operetta Fairies will be back this summer to guide us through
a familiar summer day in an unfamiliar way. Children entering first through eighth grade are invited
to attend the first audition/rehearsal on Monday, July 5 at 1 p.m. in the Meeting House. All children
attending will be cast in the show. Those entering third grade and above will do a brief audition
for speaking parts. Volunteers high school age and older are needed and encouraged to help with
costumes, sets and a variety of other areas of production.
There will be a brief parent and volunteer meeting at 1:00 on the audition day.
Adult Musical:
"A tale as old as time..." the full Disney version of

Beauty and the Beast

will be on stage as the Adult Operetta on
Friday, August 13 and Saturday, August 14 at 7:30 p.m.
at the CSA Meeting House.
Lead roles were assigned in the summer of 2019 to allow cast members the opportunity to study
their roles prior to the summer rehearsals.
Auditions for chorus and small group parts will be held during the first rehearsal on Monday, August
2 at 1 p.m. at the Meeting House. Auditions are open to anyone entering ninth grade and older.
In addition to performers, those interested in assisting with costumes, sets and production are
encouraged to attend the August 2 meeting.
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The Spiritual Life Committee [SLC] is responsible for the ordering of worship at the Assembly, and
for administering the Gibson Lecture. This past year presented unique challenges for the committee
as it has for us all. Since it was not possible to gather together for worship, Shannon Wise helped
organize and coordinate five videos of reflections and prayers that were recorded by CSA clergy.
Each video concluded with an anthem by the CSA choir recorded from our centennial celebration.
Hopefully, we will be able to come together this summer although it is too soon to tell. Should we
meet for worship this coming summer, the SLC is planning a 'Celebration of Life' worship service in
late July that will recognize the births and deaths of our community from the last two years.
The planning for the Gibson Lecture is also tentative given the uncertainties of the moment. The
lecture is scheduled for the first full week of August (Monday the 2nd through Friday the 6th) if we
are able to hold it. The speaker has yet to be determined.
I wish to express my gratitude to members of the Spiritual Life Committee for their continued
dedication and service through difficult times.

Respectfully submitted,
- Jim Reisner,
		Chair
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Use of CSA tennis courts did not appear to represent any threat to public safety through transmission
of the Covid-19 virus.
Court use, particularly the woods courts, was high throughout the season. The apparent perception
of some that court use rules did not apply (due to Covid-19) resulted in high use of the courts by
persons from outside the CSA community. The CSA decision to not issue woods courts stickers
resulted in difficulty in ascertaining who was legitimately using the CSA courts.
The apparent significant increase in the renting out of CSA and surrounding properties (due to
concerns for traveling on the part of many CSA families) may also be a contributing factor resulting in
increased use of the tennis courts. The decision by the Crystal Downs board to prohibit guest usage
of its courts also apparently contributed to that increase of usage.
Anecdotally, it appears that some CSA members were unaware of the requirement to pay guest fees
for any non-member playing tennis (as outlined in the CSA News). The increase in non-members
using the courts also limited use of the woods courts by CSA persons who had paid for CSA
assembly tickets and the required CSA woods court sticker.
The CSA tennis courts offer a quality tennis experience on hard courts to the people who pay their
fees and play their games. The Crystal Lake courts are bright with sunlight and in excellent condition.
The Lake Michigan court is likewise in excellent condition, although the narrowness of the court
makes for occasional hard-braking while running for a wide shot. The woods courts provide a highquality experience in an environment surrounded by tall hardwoods, a degree of wind protection, a
variety of distracting birds overhead and a link to the Meeting House. The committee believes the
use of the CSA courts should be reserved primarily for those persons who pay their fees and respect
the courts for what they represent.
The committee would like to finalize the re-write of the tennis rules and the new signage for the
woods courts in 2021.
Respectfully submitted,
- Alan Marble, Co-Chair
- Dennis Nahnsen, Co-Chair
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TREASURY

TREASURER’S REPORT
2020 was a very different and difficult year due to COVID 19 causing cancellation of all programing
and, therefore, potential loss of normal fee income. A severe budget, including a monthly cashflow
schedule, was approved by the Board to ensure tight control of all expenses but one that would allow
protection of the CSA’s assets.
I am pleased to report that the Assembly family stepped to the table and, through their generosity, our
operational needs were met. Revenue of $249,000 was received to cover total expenses of $163,000
which compares to revenue of $342,000 and expenses of $344,000 for fiscal 2019. The primary
difference in expense is that we had two paid employees versus a full staff.
Capital improvements of $37,000 were completed. Prior to the COVID emergency replacement of
the roof on the Assembly Building had been started and could not be delayed. It was decided that the
Preservation Fund would advance a loan of $31,740 to cover that expense. It was further agreed the
loan would be repaid over 5 years at a zero-interest rate. When we saw how the year was unfolding
a few other smaller improvements were completed as well as additional tree work.
Total cash assets for the General, Preservation and Women’s Association funds were $861,000 at
September 30, 2020 compared to $792,000 at September 30,2019.
At the annual winter meeting the Board of Trustees allocated considerable time and attention to
maintaining the general financial health and capital needs of our community. Budget scenarios were
prepared for various options including the potential for another year with no or limited programming.
Based on this year’s actual results there appears to be adequate funding to incur normal expenses
between now and next summer. In any event the Preservation Fund has again positioned its investments
such that additional financial support could be provided if needed.
In summary, although this year tested the Assembly, our financial processes continued to work effectively,
and the CSA is in a stable financial position. Copies of the full financial report are available upon
request from the office.
Respectfully submitted:
- Gary C. Dawley,
Treasurer
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The Preservation Fund (PF) was established to receive both non-tax deductible gifts and
bequests for the CSA, and cash transfers from the CSA as designated by the Trustees. These
monies are held to meet emergencies, and to maintain, replace and modify the capital assets
of the Assembly. The intent is to not draw on the Fund to support the normal operating and
routine maintenance expenses.
In 2019, the Trustees approved the withdrawal of $35,000 from the PF to be held in the Strategic
Investment account. This was the first withdrawal made from the Fund in nine years. Over this period
the Fund has increased from $246,000 to $588,000. In keeping with the withdrawal guidelines as
outlined in the Fund’s White Papers, the Trustees approved various initiatives to support the long
term character of the Assembly. In addition, the Trustees approved a resolution to borrow $31,170
from the Fund to pay for re-roofing the Assembly building; the amount to be repaid, without
interest, over five years from fees or funds contributed by the members. In addition, the Fund was
prepared, if necessary, to meet cash shortfalls caused by the curtailment of the 2020 Season.
As a consequence, on 9/30/20 the value of the Fund was $576,000. The investible assets were
$545,000, and allocated to asset classes as shown below. In addition, the Fund has a $31,170
receivable from the CSA general account.
(000 omitted)

Market Value

Cash and equivalents
$ 172
Fixed Income		
66
Equities		 307
TOTAL
$545

% of Portfolio
32
12
56
100

Target Allocation (%)
0-10
40-60
40-60

It should be noted that the PF Committee has deviated significantly from its approved Target Asset
Allocation by increasing the liquidity of the Fund, and investing in insured certificates of deposit
(Cash and equivalents). This was done for two reasons: 1) so that the Fund is in a position to meet
the fiscal needs of the CSA in these uncertain times and: 2) the low interest rate environment does
not offer the reward for assuming the risk of investing in long dated maturities (Fixed Income).
At the November 2020 meeting, the Trustees approved an additional withdrawal of $31,000 in
“excess funds,” which will also be held in the Strategic Investment account and dedicated to any
present or future Michigan Beach project (s).
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In summary, over the last two years the PF has distributed $66,000 to the Strategic Investment
reserve, advanced $31,170 for the re-roofing the Assembly building, and stood ready to meet the
cash needs of the Assembly in these difficult times of Covid-19.
As of December 18, 2020 the investible assets of the Preservation Fund were $564,000, which
includes the first annual payment for the re-roofing of the Assembly Building.

- Fred Lauerman, Chair

Photo by Shannon Wise
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The Waterfront Committee looks forward with hope for a more normal 2021 season including
active waterfront staff and programming. Some waterfront improvements in store for 2021 include:
1. New lifelines and buoys for the swimming area. For about 2/3 of the perimeter this will
		 mark the first new line of this century.
2. Two new paths are being marked out in the boat storage area to provide clear passage from the
		 SUP/kayak racks to the waterline. No watercraft storage will be permitted in these pathways.
3. A new SUP rack is being added, and we are experimenting with new configurations for the
		 kayak racks in an effort to increase storage capacity and facilitate ease of use.
4. A succinct FAQ document about the rules and etiquette of watercraft storage will be provided
		 by the CSA office staff at the time of purchase of each Assembly Beach boat or watercraft
		 storage sticker.
5. Back by popular demand, the Waterfront Committee will be reinstituting “boat jail” in 2021
		 in an effort to bring law and order to the small boat storage area. Read your FAQ sheets
		 and stay on the right side of the law.
			
- Bob Cooper, Chair
				 The Waterfront Committee

Photo by Shannon Wise
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The Women’s Association was busy this past summer (2020). Even though we were unable to
sponsor the Arts and Crafts Fair due to the pandemic, it seemed like we were still in full swing!
One highlight was our Women’s Association Annual Meeting and Speaker Presentation in August. We
were fortunate to have Phil Deloria, author of ‘Becoming Mary Sully: Toward an American Abstract,’
give a talk about his book; how it came about as well as the inspiring life of Mary Sully and the art she
produced. The format was via Zoom and it was very well received.
We thought outdoor exercise classes would be a great way for the Women’s Association to provide a
safe and healthy opportunity to be together as a community. There was a lot of interest in the classes
with great participation. We quickly realized that exercising in either the beautiful woods setting or
at Crystal lake beach created a renewed sense of appreciation for our lovely surroundings. Due to
popular demand, we plan to offer all three classes again in 2021; Yogalates on Mondays with our very
own, Beth Tarkington, Yoga on Wednesdays with Anna Walker and Water Aerobics on Fridays with
another CSA talent, Diane Tracy.
A New CSA Logo contest was created to build community involvement and it was a huge success!
There were over 20 submissions and the winning logo will be used for new CSA items to be debuted
this summer, along with the vintage Doghouse logo that we all still love.
Because the 2019 Arts and Crafts Fair was such a huge success, under the leadership of Debbie
Allbright and Janet Dertz, we were able to give to many local charities, as well as support a variety
of CSA activities and projects. Our support to local charities totaled close to $5,000 and included
donations to COGNITION, PAUL OLIVER HEALTHCARE FOUNDATION, BACN, SENIOR
RESOURCE CENTER, CRYSTAL LAKE WATERSHED ASSN, GROW BENZIE, IMAGINATION
LIBRARY and ST. PHILIPS BABY PANTRY. Additionally, the WA Board approved expenditures totaling
$4,000 in 2020/2021 for CSA programs/items including: materials for new rafts for the waterfront;
50% of the cost of a handicap ramp at the Crystal View; stipends for the Ecology intern and Yogalates,
Yoga and Water Aerobics classes.
The Women’s Association board includes a dedicated group of wonderful women; Jan LauermanTreasurer, Martha Reisner–Communications Chair, Jane Karraker-Secretary, Margie Finley and
Barbara Patterson–Arts and Crafts Fair Chairs, Jennifer Potter and Claire Perry-Members at Large
(Merchandise), and our newest board members, Erin Jones and Kate Kirkwood-Members at Large.
The Women’s Association has open membership and we encourage all CSA women to join our
meetings and events. Babysitting services are provided and if transportation is an issue for you, let us
know and we will make sure that you get to any event or activity we offer.
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If you would like to become involved with any of our activities or would like to plan an activity,
please contact either Nancy or Ann (contact information below). The Women’s Association is able to
provide financial assistance for speakers* and new activities** with board discretion/approval.
We are honored to be part of the Women’s Association Board and look forward to a 2021 summer
full of enriching and fun activities to keep us CSA STRONG!
Nancy Gaffney
Ann Whelpton
The Women’s Association is one part of what makes our experience at the CSA wonderful. Please
help to keep CSA STRONG! We have a lot in the works for 2021, including some exciting speakers
and even some new activities, so stay tuned!

		
Respectfully,
- Nancy Gaffney and Ann Whelpton
		 CSA Women’s Association Co-Chairs
* For speaker funding, please go to the CSA website to download instructions and an application. If you
have any questions, contact Nancy Gaffney.
**For special projects/events funding, please complete the application to fund programs and purchases
found on the CSA website, and submit to Jan Lauerma.

Photo by Beth Congbalay
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Summer 2021:
• We are working on the creation of a simple survey for parents and youth, to help guide our
		 future work as a committee
• Environmental educator, Amalia Fernand, will pilot a Nature Explorers Program for up to 25
		 children, July 19-23, from 1-5pm for ages 5-10 for a fee of $120. Registration process TBA.
Amalia Fernand has taught at the CSA for Ecology Fun since 2011, and at the recent Parent’s Night
Out events. She has a Master of Science in ecological leadership and education, and a bachelor’s
in environmental studies with minors in marine science and anthropology. With a background in
environmental, experiential, and Montessori education, she has facilitated programming with children
in over 20 countries, and recently published her first books: Michigan Wildlife, A Coloring Field
Guide, and Ohio Wildlife: A Coloring Field Guide. Amalia founded Nature Explorers International
(NEI) with the mission to: inspire excitement and curiosity for the environment through art, science,
and outdoor experiences. www.amaliaexplores.com
Amalia offers fun and engaging activities about Michigan plants and animals. Through art, games,
and outdoor exploration, children develop a stronger understanding of their environment. Science,
music, team building, scavenger hunts, and live program animals will all be integrated into an exciting
new way to explore the grounds of the CSA.
MONDAY - PLANTS & SEEDS

Take a closer look at the par ts of a plant by building a grass-head and dissecting a seed. Explore
the local environment on a botany scavenger hunt and create leaf rubbing ar t while identifying
native trees.
TUESDAY - INSECTS & SPIDERS

Search for invertebrates on a nature walk while discovering the differences between insects and
spiders. Play pollination party, crawl through an “Ant City,” make butterfly and spider crafts, and sing
the “Insect Body Parts” song.
WEDNESDAY - FISH & SHARKS

Learn to identify native fish by designing a magnet fishing pole craft. Meet “Fred the Fish” in a water
pollution activity, practice beading while making shark tooth necklaces, play predator and prey, and
discover dip netting.
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THURSDAY - REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS

Gain an introduction to herpetology with Scaly, Lizzie, and Slimy. Create a snakeskin craft, make
native reptile magnets, play with amphibian slime, and search for salamanders on a nature walk.
FRIDAY-BIRDS & MAMMALS

Discover the tracks, scat, and signs of local birds and mammals. Identify bones and feathers and
listen to bird calls. Color black bear masks, make butter, build raptor mobiles, and play bird beak
buffet, bird behavior bingo, and ranger tag.

- Luette Frost
Youth Commitee Chair

Photo by Beth Congbalay
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Thanks to your generosity we were able to provide some semblance of normalcy in a year which was anything but
normal. Last summer $24,500 in scholarships were awarded to worthy students from the CSA and Benzie County.
Scholarship applications are reviewed by the CSA Education Fund Trustees. Awards are based on financial need,
academic focus, a strong service ethic, and admission to an accredited college/university or vocational program.
Priority is given to those enrolling in an associate or bachelor degree or vocational program. Past recipients are
eligible to apply up to a total of four years.
Contributions are tax deductible. General, honorary or memorial gifts may be turned in to the Assembly office
or sent to:
					
CSA Education Fund
					c/o Beth French
					PO Box 1776
					
Frankfort, MI 49635
The Trustees would like to thank those who gave memorials and to acknowledge those in whose memory or
honor the gifts were given.
IN HONOR OF:
Adult children of Jack Frost
Donald Bacon Rollings
Ron and Beth Reagh
Micah Greenwalt
Andy and Diane Campbell

Mary Lou Stanton
Robert S. Hawley		
2020 Graduates
Pat and Jim Duff		
Eddie Ellsworth

Russ Freeburg			
Diane Kearney
Brian Leahy			
Ginny Knutsen
				

IN MEMORY OF:
Jack Frost			
Flip Daly
Patsy Smolik Beck		
Jean Deeds
George and Gladys Bohman
Betty Johnson
Marc Haidle			
Barbara and Bill Davis
Luanne Buzzell		
Bud Strong			
John Charles Reid		
Mary Burrows		

Peggy Reid			
Bruce Walker
Robert and Elsie Walton
Jane Schroeder
Charles French		
Lora Lee
Frank Perry III		
Judy Perry
Becky and Tuck Tate		
Ted Furber
Glenn Schulz			
Phil Hill

Ted Curran			
Tom Schopp
Mark Clements			
Michael Potter
Willard I Webb III and IV		
Ethel Sicha Cooper
Jean Sicha Roberts		
Buddy and Katsy Hoerr
John and Jo Lukens		
Tom and Emilie Williams
Robert Rodgers			
Michael McCaulley

Your gifts are what keeps this fund alive. We are grateful for each one, large or small. In addition, we truly
appreciate the support of several family foundations and the money we reap from the establishment of the
Endowment Fund by the Duttons in 2018.
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We are hopeful that the CSA Education Fund Golf Scramble will take place on June 28, 2021 at Crystal Lake
Golf Course. Stay tuned. The first one was so much fun and raised $3000 for the Fund. Even if you're not a
golfer, you might consider sponsoring a hole.
It has finally happened! A very large donation of Family Fare receipts from the disbanding Paul Oliver Auxiliary
put us over the top to cash in on $1000.00! Many thanks to them and to you for saving those receipts for the
past few years. Don't stop now. If you shop at a Spartan store at home, please use your Yes card and bring
your receipts back to the lake.
Our hearts go out to those who have suffered the loss of family, friends, or employment due to the pandemic.
We look forward to a healthier year ahead for all.
- Education Fund Trustees:
		 Ginny Knutsen, Chair
		
Gayle Boecker, Jen Daly
		 Beth French, John O'Neal
		 Rather Stanton, Dave Wynne

If you are a student in need who resides in Benzie County at least part of the year, who demonstrates
academic focus and a strong service ethic, and who has been accepted by an accredited college, university or
vocational program, a CSA scholarship may be available to you. Applications are reviewed by the Education
Fund Trustees and recipients are announced in the summer.
You will find the application on the CSA website, www.summerassembly.org.
*New this year: applications may be filed online. Applications and letters of recommendation must be
received by June 1st.
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Fund Purpose: The Pilgrim Fund (by Statement of Purpose) is committed to the support of all
religious and educational aspects of the Congregational Summer Assembly. Established in 1969, the
fund is tax-exempt under Section 501 (c) (3) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service Code, which
permits all contributions to be considered tax-deductible on the donor’s personal income tax return
where permitted.
Recent projects financed by the Pilgrim Fund included the completion in June of the newly paved
walkway and improved drainage system at the entrance to the Meeting House. Renovations to the
North lounge in the Assembly Building were completed with the exception of replacing the carpet
with new flooring. That project will be completed in the Spring of 2021.
The Pilgrim Fund Trustees developed and approved a set of By-Laws and developed a Pilgrim Fund
Request Application will be required of any committee request for funding.
Upon the suggestion of the Spiritual Life Committee, a donation was made through the Pilgrim Fund
to the following local charities: Benzie Senior Resources, The Maples Extended Care Facility, Benzie
Habitat for Humanity,The Baby Pantry at St. Philips Episcopal Church, Benzie Area Christian Neighbors,
Benzie Food Partners and GROW Benzie.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the resulting decision to cancel the 2020 CSA season, church
offering donations which contribute to the finances of the Pilgrim Fund, were not realized. The Fund,
did, however continue to pay CSA reimbursements including insurance and utilities as well as a portion
of the Managing Director’s salary.
The Pilgrim Fund Board of Trustees looks hopefully to a 2021 summer season which can include
concerts, operettas, Ecology classes, church services and a Gibson Series, all of which are included in
the Pilgrim Fund budget. Enclosed in this mailing is an envelope which can be used to donate to the
Fund and allow us to continue those programs which are such a valuable and much loved part of our
summer season. All gifts will be acknowledged and are greatly appreciated.

- Pilgrim Fund Trustees
			 Molly Harrison, Chair
			John Harbeson, Floyd Kearns,
			 Cynthia Rauschert, David Pray,
			 Jim Royle, Diane Tracy
			 Cliff VanDyke 			
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STATEMENT OF PILGRIM FUND RECEIPTS, DISBURSEMENTS,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

RECEIPTS
Sunday offerings
$10.00
Memorial gifts
$8,580.00
Undesignated gifts
$15,270.00
Designated gifts
Childrens Music
Dutton Concert
$2,000.00
Ecology Fund
$4,050.00
Gibson Series
$300.00
Investment Income
Interest: on deposits
$20.13
Income on investments
$11,494.99
loss on sale of assets
____________
TOTAL RECEIPTS.........................................................................................................................................$41,725.12
DISBURSEMENTS
Direct payments for C.S.A.
Assembly Bldg
$4,016.03
Meeting House Improvements
$42.452.58
Ministerial fees
Gibson Series
Armstrong Concert
Dutton Concert
Burrows-Getz Concert
Ecology Project
Children’s Music						
Charitable contributions
$4,900.00
Flowers
$63.60
Fundraising/Admin/Other
$9,617.84
TOTAL DIRECT PAYMENTS......................................................................................................................$61,050.05
REIMBURSEMENT TO C.S.A.
Assembly Bldg
$3,609.81
Staff Salaries Meeting House functions
$2,166.00
Ecology salaries
Meeting House operating expense
$4,292.18
Meeting House improvements
$2,166.00
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS..............................................................................................................................$73,275.14
RECEIPTS above (below) DISBURSEMENTS
$33,550.02
FUND BALANCE, beginning of year
$420,900.02
FUND BALANCE, end of year
$389,350.00
ASSET SUMMARY
State Savings Bank
$18,511.38
Morgan Stanley - at Cost (Market Value $416,247.99)
$370,838.62
TOTAL..............................................................................................................................................$389,350.00
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Over the years, the Assembly, at its annual meeting and through action of the Board of Trustees and
the Managing Director, has developed a series of policies, rules, and administrative arrangements designed
to help assure mutually enjoyable living in our summer community.
Copies of Sections I through X of the Policies and Rules are also available at the CSA office and on the
website: www.summerassembly.org.

I. REGISTRATION, REGULATION AND FEES

Upon arrival the first place to visit is the office at the Community Building to register your name, both home
and cottage addresses, length of stay, and to purchase Assembly tickets. By your registration you agree to
the following policies and rules, which are subject to changes at the discretion of the CSA Board of Trustees.
						

ASSEMBLY TICKET

All persons residing on the Assembly grounds or residing in the Wildewood-Golf Lane areas, renters, and
house guests are required to purchase Assembly tickets for the entire time they are in residence during
the season. Cottage owners must inform renters of their responsibilities to purchase Assembly tickets
and must see that fees are paid. Assembly, Wildewood and Golf Lane cottage owners, and/or renters and
house guests, must buy Assembly tickets for the accumulated days during which they are present during
the season if their visits exceed a total of two days. This also applies to Associate Members and their house
guests and to renewable Assembly ticket holders.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

The CSA Office accepts cash, checks and credit cards. Beginning with the 2021 season a 3% fee will
be added to all credit card charges to help offset credit card processing expenses.

INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR PURCHASING
AN ASSEMBLY TICKET

1. A. Lot Owning Members, their immediate families* and house guests residing with them on the
			CSA grounds.
		B. Lot Owning Members, their immediate families* and house guests residing with them off the
			CSA grounds.
2. Associate Members and their immediate families* and house guests residing with them.
3. Owners of developed lots in the Wildewood and Golf Lane areas residing in Wildewood/
		 Golf Lane, their immediate families* and house guests residing with their host in the Wildewood
		 and Golf Lane areas.
4. Renters and their house guests residing with their host on the Assembly grounds, Wildewood and
		 Golf Lane areas. Beginning with the 2021 season, owners are required to notify the CSA office of
		 their renters in advance of the rental using the designated form on the CSA website.
5. Live-in child care or live-in domestic help of Lot Owning Members, Associate Members,
		 owners of developed lots in the Wildewood and Golf Lane areas, and of eligible renters.
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ELIGIBILITY TO PURCHASE AN ASSEMBLY TICKET

Members of the CSA as defined in the bylaws and their immediate families* may always
purchase an Assembly ticket. They are not required to pay annual fees except in the case of
immediate family members who become Associate Members in their own right.
Associate Members, renewable Assembly ticket holders, owners of developed property in the
Wildewood and Golf Lane areas and their immediate families* may purchase an Assembly ticket.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP:
ELIGIBILITY, PROCESS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Individuals who were Associate Members as of January 1, 2007, will continue to be Associate
		Members.
2. Members of the immediate family of Members, Associate Members, owners of developed
		 property in the Wildewood and Golf Lane areas, and other Assembly ticket holders may after
		 the age of 18 and after any 10 years of documented Assembly ticket purchase apply to formalize
		 their affiliation with the CSA by becoming Associate Members of the CSA in their own right.
3. By becoming Associate Members individuals establish their access to full participation in the
		 CSA community.
4. Prior to application for Associate Membership, the applicant must have purchased an Assembly
		 ticket, or as a child have had a ticket purchased for him/her, for any 10 years for at least
		 one week per season while being in residence on CSA or Wildewood/Golf Lane grounds
		 or while in residence off grounds as the immediate family member or house guest of a Member
		 or Associate Member.
5. Associate Members will be billed an annual association fee equal to the cost of a 2 week
		 Assembly ticket which will be credited to their summer Assembly ticket purchase for that same
		 year if they are in residence.
6. Non-payment of this association fee will accrue up to 5 years at which time the Associate
		 Membership will be suspended. A suspended Associate Member must reapply for Associate
		 Membership, pay 5 years of unpaid fees and a reapplication fee of $25.00 before reinstatement
		 of Associate Membership status.
*Unless otherwise specified “immediate family” refers to spouse, dependent
children, and grandchildren.

Please note that neither house nor casual guests of Assembly Ticket holders,
who live off the grounds but are not Members or Associate Members, have
access to the activities covered by an Assembly Ticket.
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REGISTRATION FEES................................................. $33.00 per week
1 Week................................................................................................................................$33.00
2 Weeks..............................................................................................................................$66.00
3 Weeks..............................................................................................................................$99.00
4 Weeks...........................................................................................................................$132.00
5 Weeks...........................................................................................................................$165.00
6 Weeks...........................................................................................................................$198.00
7 Weeks...........................................................................................................................$231.00
8 Weeks...........................................................................................................................$264.00
9 Weeks...........................................................................................................................$297.00
SPECIAL FEES
Assembly Water Well System Fee Annually................................................$111.00
Assembly Water Well Reserve Waterline Fee
To be Paid for 5 of 6 Years 2020 -2025....................................................$80.00
Assembly Dock Fee..................................................................................................$350.00
Assembly Mooring Fee:
One Week..................................................................................................................$20.00
One Month................................................................................................................$65.00
Season........................................................................................................................$130.00
Mooring Line Deposit (refundable upon return).......................................$40.00
Assembly Beach Boat Storage per week:
Type A (butterfly, sun/sailfish, row)...............................................................$10.00
Type B (larger than A; pedal, paddlewheel).............................................$18.00
Type C (kayak, canoe, SUP/paddleboard)...................................................$5.00
Storage Fees will be calculated for the time the boat is on the beach,
not the time the owner is in residence.
Vehicle Stickers...............................................................................................................$12.00
Re-Application Fee.......................................................................................................$25.00
Associate Member Fee..............................................................................................$66.00
Tennis Fees for Woods Courts:
1- 4 Weeks........................................................................................................................$10.00
5 - 9 Weeks.......................................................................................................................$20.00
Guest Tennis Fee.............................................................................................$5.00 per day
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NO FEE
DIFFERENTIATION
BETWEEN ADULT
AND CHILD
REGISTRATIONS

CHILDREN UNDER
3 YEARS OF AGE
ARE EXEMPT
FROM FEES.

DEPENDENT
CHILDREN
MUST BE
REGISTERED
BY AN ELIGIBLE
ADULT.

Stickers for cars, boats and mopeds (50cc maximum permitted) can be obtained at the CSA office once the required fees
have been paid. Please attach the car sticker on the rear window or back bumper Attach the boat sticker on the stern at a
point readily visible when beached or moored, and outside the covered portion of the boat. All stickers include the owner’s
name and help identify in case of loss or accident, and dates of residence for validity checks.
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II. GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF RESIDENTS

All summer residents of the Assembly community share in the responsibility for taking certain precautions
in order to minimize potential problems.

EMERGENCY FIRE, POLICE, AND AMBULANCE PROTECTION
EMERGENCY SERVICES CAN BE REACHED BY DIALING 911
When calling for emergency services, the address of your cottage must be given using the number and
street name shown on your Consumers Energy Company electric bill.This number should be displayed on
the side of the building facing the road, using 3 inch or larger numbers that contrast with the background.
Reﬂectorized numbers may also be used. Numbers should be in block or script.The number must be visible
to trafﬁc coming from both directions. If the number on the building cannot be seen from the road, display
the number at the driveway entrance on a sign, post, tree, etc., so it is visible to trafﬁc coming from both
directions.
In the recent past ﬁres have occurred near the Assembly grounds that have seriously threatened
surrounding cottages and property. While the local ﬁre departments will give us assistance, it is up to each
cottage owner to be prepared to protect his cottage, to avoid action which endangers the entire community,
and to assist his neighbors when and if an emergency arises.
The Trustees recommend that each cottage owner and/or renter:
1. Provide at least one 5 lb. dry chemical - ABC ﬁre extinguisher at a convenient location. Have
it checked by a qualiﬁed person annually.
2. Provide outdoor water faucets and sufﬁcient garden hose with a nozzle that can dampen any
part of the building.
3. Keep the hose attached to the faucet as long as the cottage is occupied.
4. Have all electrical wiring inspected by a qualiﬁed person. Avoid the use of extension cords,
especially in our older cottages.
5. Install a smoke detector on every residential level, and preferably within 15 feet of sleeping
areas. Replace the batteries once each year whether they test ‘good’ or not. Test all smoke
detectors on a weekly basis.
6. Keep combustible materials away from electric space heaters.
7. Plan two escape routes from your cottage and practice these routes with the entire family.
8. Store chain link or other easily stored ladders for escape from above-ground levels .
9. Take special precautions when leaving an unoccupied cottage with open ﬁre hearth, and
when using barbecue grills.
10. Inspect chimney each year and clean it, if necessary, to eliminate the danger of chimney ﬁres.
11. Burning of leaves or grass is expressly prohibited.

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR

AED’s are located on the exterior wall of the west side of the Assembly Building and on the Meeting
House porch. These “user friendly” devices are available for your use should the need arise.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY FACILITIES
As our community becomes more congested, safe water supply and sewage disposal facilities become
increasingly vital. County and State laws now govern the location and construction of wells and the nature,
construction and location of sewage disposal facilities. To make sure that all facilities are safe and in good
working order, the Trustees request that:
1. All owners of separate wells have water samples tested regularly.
2. Septic tanks be cleaned at regular intervals by an expert approved by public authorities.

RUBBISH AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
Arrangements have been made with Republic Services of Manistee for household garbage disposal.
Place all garbage in Republic Services bags purchased at the Office or from the in-town grocery store, and
place it out for pickup by 7:00 A.M. on the morning of “garbage day.” Garbage put out after 7:00 A.M. may
be missed and garbage put out the night before may result in animals destroying plastic bags and spreading
refuse. Should this occur, cottage residents are responsible for any necessary clean-up.
Republic’s regular pickups cannot handle large trash items. Contact Republic Services to make
arrangements for removal of large items. Also, the township usually holds one large item trash day each
summer. Contact Crystal Lake Township for date, details, and directions.
For garbage disposal during the off-season, trash contained in the bags from Republic Services may be
placed in the dumpster located near the Assembly Garage. No dumping of garbage at the Crystal View, the
beaches or at the Assembly Building-M-22 corner.

RECYCLING
Recycling is available in the local communities. Information regarding dates, times, locations and
accepted items is available at the CSA Office.

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AND PARKING
In our crowded community the use of automobiles and other vehicles imposes special obligations on
both drivers and pedestrians.
1. All automobiles should be registered at the Assembly office and CSA sticker attached to the
rear window. A sticker is required to park at the beaches during the season.
2. All motorcycles, motorbikes, ATV 3-wheel, 4-wheel vehicles and unauthorized snowmobiles
are prohibited on the Assembly grounds.
3. Mopeds with motors of 50cc or less and a suitable muffler will be allowed if used by persons
holding a valid state drivers license. A moped must be registered at the Assembly office and
given a sticker. The sticker can be revoked at the discretion of the Managing Director. In the
interest of safety for both children and adults, please drive carefully and encourage others to
do the same.
4. State Law prohibits parking on the pavement of South Shore Road and M-22. We have
provided more parking on the beach side of the road. Please pull well off the road. Do not
park at all on the south side of the road. Parking spaces elsewhere are limited. Please use
them judiciously and show consideration for others in your parking habits.
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5. Pedestrians – adults and children alike – are urged to use special care on or near the main
highways. Please use the marked crossing of M-22 opposite the Community Building and the
protected path on the east side when going to or from the beach. Elsewhere, walk on the
edge of the road facing traffic, and step off the pavement for oncoming traffic.
6. Bicyclists should always keep to the right hand side of the road and along M-22 should stay
on the paved shoulder.
DRUGS AND
& ALcOhOL
DRUGS, ALCOHOL,
SMOKING DEVICES
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drugs,
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Noalcoholic
alcoholicbeverages,
beverages illegal
or illegal
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are to devices,
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FIREARmS
No firearms (concealed or otherwise) are to be carried or used on CSA common properties and
beaches, except in the case of hunters and sportsmen carrying their firearms to and from their cottages
for safekeeping.

cOTTAGE wATch
The Board of Trustees suggests that cottage owners arrange for off-season inspection of their cottages,
but does not endorse any particular service provider.

DOGS AND OThER PETS
We love our pets but sometimes they produce problems both for the neighboring families and for
the abundant bird life which many of us come to the Assembly to enjoy. Accordingly, the following policies,
which are in effect May through September, have been adopted:
1. Dogs must always be on a leash and owners must pick up after them, even on the Lake
Michigan beach.
2. Cats must be kept indoors (or closely chaperoned for brief periods outdoors) during all
daytime hours.
3. Both dogs and cats are strictly forbidden on the Crystal Lake beach, whether or not on
leash, even “after hours.”
4. Owners are responsible for preventing pets from disturbing neighbors or becoming a
nuisance to the Assembly at large.

III. cOmmUNIcATIONS
US mAIL AND PRIvATE DELIvERy SERvIcES

The Assembly Office is equipped to handle only general mail deliveries and postal needs. Individual
CSA postal boxes may be rented for a small fee. Otherwise your CSA addressed mail will be held in the
CSA office as General Delivery. All mail must be addressed with the CSA’s street clearly written:
(Your Name) (If applicable CSA Box #_______)
c/o Congregational Summer Assembly
2128 Pilgrim Highway
Frankfort, MI 49635-9247.
During the CSA Season, the mail is brought out from the Frankfort Post Office and distributed once
a day, usually by 11a.m.. During the off season (when the CSA Office is closed) your CSA addressed mail
will be held for you at the Frankfort Post Office.
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1. Trained lifeguards are on duty between the hours of 1:00 and 5:00 p.m., and only when their
presence is indicated by a Red Cross ﬂag ﬂying at the top of the beach ﬂagstaff. Lifeguards
will be perched on top of the Dog House on the beach, and on top of guard stands in the
water. Members and guests are cautioned to determine whether a lifeguard is on duty,
warned against unguarded water activities, and will act at their own risk at anytime when
supervision is not provided.
2. All trash, must be deposited in the receptacles provided, but all disposable diapers must be
taken back to your cottage.
3. The firepit near the Crystal View steps is the ONLY site on the Crystal Beach where a fire is
permitted. Rules for its use are posted at that site.
4. Dogs and other animals must not be brought onto the beach at any time.
5. Alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs, smoking, marijuana or intoxicants derived from marijuana,
and fireworks are forbidden on the beach.
6. Radios are allowed only with personal earphones.
7. Use of cell phones is strongly discouraged.
To keep the lake itself crystal clear, all users of the beach and water must avoid any actions which might
lead to its pollution. This means (a) proper location and maintenance of septic tanks, (b) avoiding spillage
of gasoline and oil in or near the lake, (c) refraining from use of fertilizers near the lake, and (d) keeping all
other contamination of lake water to a minimum.

WATERCRAFT OPERATION AND STORAGE

The number of CSA watercraft has risen over the recent years, causing overcrowding and related
problems.The Waterfront Committee and Board of Trustees have sought answers to accommodate as many
boat owners as possible; one result is the initiation of a boat storage fee commencing the 2001 season for
all craft pulled up on the CSA beach. Those using the buoys and boat dock also pay rent. Because of an
overall lack of space, persons are asked to thoughtfully consider placement and the length of time their boat
is stored on the CSA beach with an eye on both safety and the easing of overcrowded conditions. Those
who store boats on CSA common property or rent moorings or shore station space from the CSA use
the above at their own risk and with the understanding that they are responsible for any damage caused
to their boat(s).
1. All boats of any type or size must be registered at the Assembly ofﬁce, and the CSA boat
sticker must be on the stern of each boat.
2. Under the comprehensive state boating law, all motorboats, jet skis, as well as non-powered
boats 12 feet or longer and pontoon boats of any size in Michigan waters must be State
registered, and their operators abide by various requirements designed for greater safety.
3. Owners of all types of recreational boats should familiarize themselves with Federal and
State requirements to carry approved safety equipment for all occupants.
4. Crystal Beach Boat Storage Weekly Fees for Type A watercraft (Butterflies, Sunfish,
Sailfish, rowboats) and for Type B watercraft (anything bigger than Butterflies and all
paddlewheel and pedal boats) as well as Type C watercraft (kayaks, canoes, SUPs/paddleboards,
windsurfers) are listed in the Fees section of this Assembly News.
5. All boats must be pulled at least six feet up from the water. If members know that they will
not be using their boat for a week or so, they should pull the boat farther up on the beach
to leave room for boats in frequent use.
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The shore station dock will be installed each year according to the layout provided to the
Managing Director by the Waterfront Committee.
All unassigned hoists will be removed from the CSA property at owner’s expense.
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V. LAKE MICHIGAN WATERFRONT

The CSA Lake Michigan beach is just as valued as the Crystal beach and it, too, is common property,
ﬂanked by Wildewood on the south and private property on the north.To keep this beach safe and attractive,
the following rules should be observed.
1. EVERYONE MUST STAY OFF THE DUNES. Use the board walk near the swing set, and
proceed down the wooden staircase to access the beach. Walking, running, climbing, jumping
or sliding down the dunes will very seriously erode their surface, causing sand to drift down
to the water’s edge. If left alone, the dunes will regenerate themselves and help prevent
future loss of trees and cottages.
2. Trash and garbage should be placed in containers provided on the beach or at the beach
access.
3. The use of glass containers is prohibited on the Lake Michigan beach.
4. Dogs must be on a leash on the CSA Lake Michigan beach and all animal waste must be
picked up by the owners for proper disposal.
5. Participants at Lake Michigan beach parties are expected to keep noise levels, (e.g. radios
and voices) at a reasonable and courteous level. Strict quiet hours are posted as
11 p.m. - 8 a.m.
6. No alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs, smoking, marijuana or intoxicants derived from marijuana,
or fireworks are allowed on the CSA Lake Michigan beach.
7. Firewood may be gathered from the beach, or taken down from your private cottage supply,
but participants may not climb the bank to pull out dead roots or other wood.
8. Fire sites are to be established and left for the next group to use again, wherever and
whenever it is possible.
9. Fires must be doused with water prior to abandoning them.
10. The beach parking areas will be patrolled periodically to check cars for valid CSA stickers.
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4. Smoking is prohibited on or within 50’ of all CSA tennis courts.
5. Only CSA tennis staff members may offer private lessons for a fee.
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ADDITIONAL RULES FOR THE WOODS COURTS
1. Use of the Woods Courts requires the additional purchase of a sticker for such use. Children 16
		 years of age and younger who are registered for CSA tennis tournaments are exempt from the sticker
		 requirement during the tournaments. The sticker shall be attached to the neck of the racket of the
		player. Only Assembly ticket holders may purchase, or play tennis under the authority of, a CSA Woods
		 Courts sticker. Woods Courts sticker fees are $10 for 1 - 4 weeks and $20 for 5 - 9 weeks.
2. A person with an Assembly ticket and valid Woods Courts sticker may play with a maximum of two
		 guests. Guests shall pay a $5 guest fee per day to the CSA: the host Assembly ticket holder is
		 responsible to ensure this payment is made prior to the end of the current CSA season.
3. “Priority” in this section refers to person(s) waiting to play on the Woods Courts. A person waiting
		 to play shall hang a racket on the rack to indicate that others are waiting to play.
4. Players 14 years of age and older have priority on the Woods Courts.
5. Doubles play has priority over singles play.
6. Tournament play (see below) takes priority over all other tennis activities.
7. Play on the Woods Courts is limited to one set of tennis (up to a total of 14 games) when others
		 are waiting to play.
8. Use of the Woods Courts is prohibited on Sunday mornings from 10 a.m. until 12 noon.
9. Adult tennis lessons have priority on all Woods Courts Monday through Friday for one hour beginning at
		 8:30 a.m. Courts not used for lessons are open to general play by any person with a Woods Courts sticker.
10. All players on the Woods Courts shall wear appropriate clothing including a shirt.
1.
2.
		
3.

ADDITIONAL RULES FOR THE LAKE MICHIGAN COURT
Players 13 and under have priority on the Michigan Court after 3 p.m.
CSA staff members conducting lessons have priority on the Michigan Court weekdays from
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Lessons must be scheduled and posted at the Lake Michigan Court.

CSA TENNIS TOURNAMENTS
The July and August tennis tournaments shall be held on those dates listed in the annual “Assembly News”
on the calendar (typically the first full week of each month).
1.
		
2.
		
		
3.
4.
5.
6.
		
7.
8.
		
		
		
		
		

Only current Assembly ticket holders are eligible to play in the tournament. Valid Woods Courts
stickers are required of all adults 17 and older.
A person shall register in person no later than 3:00 p.m. on the Saturday immediately preceding the
start of the tournament. A person may call the CSA office prior to 12:00 noon that same Saturday
to register if unable to register in person. There are no exceptions.
A player may sign up for a maximum of two events.
If entering two events, a player shall be available to play two matches in a single day.
A player shall be able to play the first round on Monday.
A player shall be available to play all week at the time scheduled by CSA tennis staff. Schedule conflicts
must be mutually agreed upon, and the CSA tennis director shall be informed of the changes.
Each player/team shall provide a new can of balls at the beginning of a match.
Age requirements for tournaments:
- Seniors: 60 years of age and older
- Adults: 17 and older
- Boys and girls: 16 and under
- Jr. boys and girls: 12 and under
- Novice: 9 and under

storage of large boats and trailers on private property within the Assembly grounds.
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(Updated by the Board of Trustees 11/08/03)
These RULES are an update of the policy originally adopted by the Trustees and accepted by the Assembly in July
1964. Included are additions and modifications made and approved in 1967, 1973, 1987, 1992, 2001, and 2002.
Also included are updates to reflect State and local laws as of 2003.
Since 1964, all purchasers of Assembly lots and their successors have been required to adhere to rules
governing the sale, construction on, and use of such land. These restrictions were imposed in accordance with
the Bylaws to insure the safety and well being of all property owners and to protect the values and traditions
consistent with the best interest of the Assembly.
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ThE SALE OR TRANSFER OF PROPERTy

At the present time, Assembly property owners are not required to obtain approval to transfer
ownership of lots or lot-parcels as platted or previously recorded by Benzie County. Transfer of ownership
shall be reported to the Managing Director to insure the privileges of the new owners. Owner(s) shall not
subdivide, resell, or transfer any part (less than 100 percent) of recorded lots or lot-parcels as identified by
Benzie County tax number as of January 1, 2002, without the prior approval of the Board of Trustees.
Construction or Remodeling of a building on the Assembly requires a number of approvals. If a County
Land Use Permit is required, approvals can require a year or more. It is important to follow the sequence
below to minimize duplication and/or delays:
A. If applicable, obtain Sewage/Well Permit from Benzie – Leelanau District Health
Department.
b. If applicable, obtain Driveway Permit from County Road Commission in Honor or
Michigan State Highway department.
c. If applicable, obtain Soil Erosion Permit from Benzie County Planning Commission.
D. If applicable, obtain DEQ Permit from Michigan DEQ’s Land and Water Management
Division.
E. Deliver in duplicate application to the Managing Director for the Assembly’s “approval in
writing” (see below).
F. Obtain Land Use Permit from the Zoning Administrator including compliance with
Benzie Articles XIV, XXII, & XXIV.
G. Obtain Building Permit from Benzie County.
State and local requirements are subject to change; therefore, the above list is presented as a guideline.
Additional information is available from the Managing Director or Construction Review Committee Chair.

cONSTRUcTION REGULATIONS

1. If a Benzie County Land Use permit is required, NO building or structure of any kind shall
be commenced or erected nor shall any additions to or exterior alterations to any building
be made until Application For Construction Approval form has been approved in writing
by two individuals: 1) by the Assembly President or Vice-President and 2) by the Managing
Director or the Chair of the Construction Review Committee. The completed Application
For Construction Approval form, in duplicate, shall be submitted ten (10) months prior to
the expected start of construction, along with a fee of fifty dollars ($50). If any of the
Assembly requirements prove to be a hardship to the property owner, a special exception
to the ‘Rules’ may be requested from the Trustees.
When approved and signed, one copy shall be filed at the Assembly and one copy returned
to the building owner. The approved building plans and specifications shall be identical to
those submitted to Benzie County jurisdictions for their approval. Any questions regarding
the approval, the application, the plans, or other information shall be submitted to the Board
of Trustees for resolution. For Assembly approval the following information is required:

Benzie Articles XIV, XXII, & XXIV.
G. Obtain Building Permit from Benzie County.
State and local requirements are subject to change; therefore, the above list is presented as a guideline.
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cONSTRUcTION REGULATIONS

1. If a Benzie County Land Use permit is required, NO building or structure of any kind shall
be commenced or erected nor shall any additions to or exterior alterations to any building
be made until Application For Construction Approval form has been approved in writing
by two individuals: 1) by the Assembly President or Vice-President and 2) by the Managing
Director or the Chair of the Construction Review Committee. The completed Application
For Construction Approval form, in duplicate, shall be submitted ten (10) months prior to
the expected start of construction, along with a fee of fifty dollars ($50). If any of the
Assembly requirements prove to be a hardship to the property owner, a special exception
to the ‘Rules’ may be requested from the Trustees.
When approved and signed, one copy shall be filed at the Assembly and one copy returned
to the building owner. The approved building plans and specifications shall be identical to
those submitted to Benzie County jurisdictions for their approval. Any questions regarding
the approval, the application, the plans, or other information shall be submitted to the Board
of Trustees for resolution. For Assembly approval the following information is required:
A. For any new footprint or increase of footprint on an existing structure, a professional
dimensioned, scaled site survey and plan of the lot or lot-parcel showing the location
of the building and its set-backs from all lot lines, existing or proposed location
of septic tank and drain field or holding tank, existing or proposed location of
well or pipes bringing in water from sources outside the property, any adjacent Assembly
common property or roads, any existing or known proposed well or septic system
within 50 feet of the applicant’s property line, any new requirements for access road(s),
and parking spaces for at least two (2) vehicles on said property. A survey is not required
for additions to existingCONGREGATIONAL
structures requiring
no increase
in footprint. “Footprint” includes
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the foundation and any porch or deck twelve inches or more above finished grade.
b. The building plan including scale floor plans and scale elevations on all sides of the structure,
c. Plans indicating access for construction vehicles and parking spaces for attendant vehicles.
D. If grading is required, the proposed grading plan and a soil erosion and storm water control
plan.
E. If Board of Trustee approval is required or requested, a letter of comment from all Assembly
land owners within 200 feet of said property.
2. Any lot or lot-parcel on which any building shall be erected shall be furnished with an adequate
water supply and a plumbing system for sewage disposal at the expense of the occupant or
owner(s). All installations shall meet the approval and requirements of the Benzie – Leelanau
District Health Department.
3. Each new structure erected shall be located on a lot or lot-parcel having a width of not less than
75 feet and containing not less than 8500 square feet in area. New construction on undeveloped
lots or the increase in size of footprint on lots smaller than 12,000 square feet requires the
additional formal approval by the Board of Trustees. Whenever contiguous, undersized, nonconforming lots, whether developed or undeveloped, are under common ownership, the lots shall
be combined into one lot until the minimum lot-parcel size is achieved or at least achieves a
lesser degree of non-conformity. Hereafter, any lots sold by the Assembly shall only be sold in
groups sufficiently large to meet the requirements of this section. In the event that the main
existing building on a lot or lot-parcel smaller than above mentioned size should be destroyed in
whole or part for any reason, this section does not restrict the owner from rebuilding, as long as
the new building occupies the same footprint of the destroyed building.
4. Subject to the additional requirements of Benzie Article XXII & XXIV, the maximum occupied
space allowed is thirty per cent (30%) of the lot area.
5. A single family dwelling shall have a minimum width of twenty (20) feet over fifty (50) per cent of
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existing building on a lot or lot-parcel smaller than above mentioned size should be destroyed in
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the new building occupies the same footprint of the destroyed building.
4. Subject to the additional requirements of Benzie Article XXII & XXIV, the maximum occupied
space allowed is thirty per cent (30%) of the lot area.
5. A single family dwelling shall have a minimum width of twenty (20) feet over fifty (50) per cent of
the entire structure. Maximum structure height shall be twenty-eight (28) feet.
A. Non-residential Utility Buildings or Out-Buildings may be erected on the property provided:
i. The footprint size, when combined with the footprint size of the residence shall not
exceed 30% of the lot parcel size.
ii. The building must be placed within the set backs.
iii. The materials, finish and style shall blend with the residence.
6. No part of any new construction shall be erected nearer than 10 feet from the sidelines, nearer
than 15 feet in R-1 or 25 feet in R-2 from the rear line, or nearer than 25 feet from the front line
of a lot or lot-parcel. No new construction (including overhang) shall be erected nearer than 25
feet from a private, existing, and/or platted Assembly roadway. No new construction shall be
erected nearer than 50 feet from highway right-of-way of M-22 or South Shore Road. Variations
from this regulation may only be made for hardship by reason of peculiar shape of the lot or lotparcel or because of an unusual contour of the lot. Such variations shall be approved in writing
by the Board of Trustees or the Executive Committee of the Board.
7. No outhouse shall be erected, permitted, or used at any time on any lot or premises on the
Assembly grounds. Porta-potty type facilities used on a construction site are an exception, and
one shall be provided whenCONGREGATIONAL
County approvedSUMMER
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facilities are not available on site.
8. All new power, telephone, cable, and/or internet service lines to a residence shall be underground.
9. All new improvements of undeveloped, platted roads required for access to the property shall be
a minimum of ﬁfteen (15) feet wide and shall follow the right-of-way as shown on the original
Assembly Plat or as modiﬁed by court action. The cost of construction shall be at the expense of
the property owner. Exceptions to this section or any other change to the Plat shall be approved
by both the Trustees and the Circuit Court.
10. During any construction, contractors and workers shall be required to observe ASSEMBLY
CONSTRUCTION HOURS (8 AM TO 5 PM, Monday through Saturday), limit onsite parking,
protect the environment, and restore all common property and roadways to their
preconstruction condition. Damage to the surrounding property or roadways or interference
with normal water drainage shall be immediately restored to its preconstruction condition.
11. Assembly approval only applies to the owner(s) receiving it and has a three (3) year limit until the
start of construction unless extended by the Board of Trustees. The exterior of the building and
ﬁnal grading shall be completed within one year of the date of the start of construction unless
more time is granted in writing by the Trustees.
12. The owner shall agree in writing to abide by the Assembly Construction Rules and shall furnish
the general contractor with a copy of these regulations prior to the start of construction. Any
violation of this policy shall be corrected at the owner’s expense. As a condition of approval the
Assembly may require a deposit, not to exceed two thousand dollars ($2,000), to insure
compliance with these regulations. Such deposit shall be refundable if, and only if, construction is
completed in accordance with the plans submitted and any damage to the surrounding properties
is completely repaired.

USE OF PROPERTY REGULATIONS

1. No building shall be used for any purpose other than residential purposes. No dwelling shall be
used for commercial purposes of any kind. Rentals for periods of one or more weeks are

compliance with these regulations. Such deposit shall be refundable if, and only if, construction is
completed in accordance with the plans submitted and any damage to the surrounding properties
is completely repaired.
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USE OF PROPERTY REGULATIONS

1. No building shall be used for any purpose other than residential purposes. No dwelling shall be
used for commercial purposes of any kind. Rentals for periods of one or more weeks are
excepted.
2. No building or structure of a temporary nature such as a motor home, camper, travel trailer,
shack, lean-to, or tent shall be maintained on any lot in the Assembly. Notwithstanding, a motor
home or travel trailer may be parked on Assembly property for not more than 48 hours provided
it shall not be used as living quarters during such period and written permission is obtained from
the Managing Director.
3. Garbage and waste material shall be stored in a sanitary container with a secure cover or lid if
stored outside. No incinerators of any type shall be allowed in the Assembly grounds and no
burning of such garbage, trash, or other waste material either inside or outside of any type of
container shall be permitted on the Assembly grounds.
4. Burning of leaves, grasses, and/or tree material outside is prohibited.
of trees
andor
clear-cutting
of underbrush
are explicitly
prohibited
on Assembly-owned
5. Removal
No treesor
ortopping
brush shall
be cut
trimmed on
common property
without
the written
approval of
property,
unlessDirector.
written permission has been given by the Buildings and Grounds Committee Chair.
the Managing
6. Boats and trailers may not be stored on CSA common property without written permission of
the Managing Director.With permission, a maximum of two days is allowed. Permission will
never be given for storage on wetland areas or anywhere that the ecology might be damaged by
heavy vehicles. Recognizing that secure storage is available locally, the Assembly discourages the
storage of large boats and trailers on private property within the Assembly grounds.

CSA POLICY ON THE USE OF COMMON PROPERTY FOR PRIVATE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT OR DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

As approved by the Board of Trustees on October 24, 1992 —
It is the obligation of the CSA to ensure that all common property areas are reserved for the common
good and for common use. It is recognized that circumstances do arise that cause it to be necessary to permit
CSA property owners to make limited use of common property for certain specific and limited wastewater
treatment or disposal purposes when such use can be accomplished without detriment to the common good
or the common use of said common areas. The purpose of this policy is to set forth the conditions for such
private use of CSA common property.
The policy is as follows:
A. NO common property may be used when it is feasible to install a county approved system on
			
the cottage owner's own property.
B. No part of any wastewater disposal system may be placed on common property without the
			
prior written approval of the Board of Trustees and the execution of required documentation
			by the applicant.
		C. The Board of Trustees will not consider any request for the placement or continued use of
			
any part of any wastewater treatment or disposal system on common property unless ALL of
			
the following conditions are met.
		
1. The proposed system is designed to encroach on common property to the smallest extent
				feasible.
		
2. The proposed system must comply with applicable state and county standards (i.e., a drain
				
field on common property may not be connected to an inadequate septic tank) and with
				
original CSA deed and subsequent legal instruments.
		
3. Non-biodegradable substances may not be discharged into any permitted system.
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4. Each cottage owner requesting approval to install any part of a wastewater treatment or
				
disposal system on common property shall agree in writing to disconnect and/or remove 		
				
the system, at his own expense, upon any of the following:
				a. The system fails to function properly
				b. A joint or community system is developed, such as a common sewage system or a 		
					
“cluster” drain field system.
Implementation and General Matters
		A. All requests must be in writing and provide complete information about the system, including
			
information sufficient to allow the Board of Trustees to conclude that the system installed will
			
comply with all applicable rules and regulations, that the use of common property is necessary
			
or preferable to use of private property alone, and that ground water migration will not
			
threaten harm to Crystal Lake or ground water uses of down gradient property owners.
			1. It shall be the burden of the applicant to establish that all of the criteria of this policy will
				
have been met upon construction of the system as proposed.
			2. Upon completion of construction the applicant shall furnish the Trustees with a certificate
				
that the system was installed according to the approved plans together with drawings
				
showing the system as built.
		B. All requests will be reviewed by the Buildings & Grounds Committee and forwarded to the
			
Board of Trustees with recommendation for approval or disapproval.
		C. Installation may not occur until the applicant has executed appropriate legal documentation as
			
specified by the Trustees and their counsel.
		D. Upon completion of the septic system, there will be reasonable surface restoration of the
			
common property by the applicant.
		E. The authority to use common property will either terminate upon the sale of the applicant's
			
property or be made binding
upon subsequent
owners.
CONGREGATIONAL
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Ix. cSA POLIcy ON ThE USE OF
cOmmON PROPERTy by cSA LOT OwNERS
PREAmbLE

It is the obligation of the C.S.A. Board of Trustees to ensure that all C.S.A. “common property” (namely,
all C.S.A. property other than privately owned lots located within the C.S.A.) is reserved for the common
good and for common use. It is recognized that circumstances can arise that cause it to be appropriate to
permit C.S.A. property owners to make limited use of common property for certain specific and limited
purposes, when such use can be accomplished without detriment to the common good. The purpose of
this policy is to set forth the conditions for such temporary private use of C.S.A. common property.

POLIcy

A. In general, no common property should be used when it is feasible to avoid such use by using

privately owned property.

b. Any common property that is used for any private purpose is temporary and is subject to the

continuing discretion of the Board of Trustees.

c. Each cottage owner making use of common property shall be required to terminate such use and

restore the common property to its original condition,at his or her own expense,upon any of the following:

a. The Board of Trustees determines the original need for such use no longer exists;
b. The Board of Tr ustees deter mines such use is no longer consistent with
(i) the original use of the common property (e.g. a parking space is being replaced by a garage) or,

privately owned property.

b. Any common property that is used for any private purpose is temporary and is subject to the

continuing discretion of the Board of Trustees.
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c. Each cottage owner makingCONGREGATIONAL
use of common property
shall be required to terminate such use and

restore the common property to its original condition,at his or her own expense,upon any of the following:
The Board of Trustees determines the original need for such use no longer exists;
The Board of Tr ustees deter mines such use is no longer consistent with
(i) the original use of the common property (e.g. a parking space is being replaced by a garage) or,
(ii) where applicable, a prior request made to the Board of Trustees for such use; or
c. The Board of Trustees determines that continued use of the common property is detrimental
to the interests of the C.S.A.
a.
b.

APPLIcATION OF POLIcy

A. Lot owners currently making use of common property shall not be required to terminate such

use unless specifically notified by the C.S.A. Board of Trustees and given the opportunity to make
a presentation to the Board or a committee thereof.
b. Lot owners wishing to sell a lot may request an affirmation from the C.S.A. Board of Trustees that,
subject to this Policy, current use of common property may continue.
c. Lot owners seeking a new, or substantially modified, use of common property may not do so
without the express permission of the Board of Trustees, or committee thereof.

x. GIFTS

Gifts to help finance the activities of our summer community are most gratefully received. Such gifts
often take the form of monetary contributions given in memory of a deceased member. It is hoped that
members and friends will also provide for bequests in their estate planning. Gifts may be either designated
for a specific purpose or undesignated. Undesignated gifts will be applied where they are most needed.
Whether a gift of money or property, the Trustees reserve the right to determine its appropriate use and
what recognition of the donation will be given, e.g., an announcement at the annual meeting, a written
message in the Assembly News, etc. Donors may make gifts (1) directly to the Assembly (General Operating
SUMMER ASSEMBLY
Fund); (2) to the CSA PreservationCONGREGATIONAL
Fund, (3) to the Pilgrim
Fund CSA or (4) to the CSA Education Fund.
Gifts and bequests designated for any of these four funds may be sent to CSA, 2128 Pilgrim Hwy., Frankfort,
MI 49635.
1. Gifts given to the Congregational Summer Assembly shall be deposited into the General
Operating Fund, and may be earmarked for special areas within that fund if the donor so
wishes. No gifts to this fund are eligible for deduction for tax return or estate tax purposes.
2. CSA Preservation Fund. The purpose of this fund is to provide periodic support of
operations and to assist in meeting unexpected needs, not covered by our budgeting process.
Gifts are not eligible for deduction for tax return or estate tax purposes.
3. The Pilgrim Fund. The purpose of this fund is to support the religious and educational
activities of the Assembly. This fund has an IRS 501(C)(3) designation and contributions may
be eligible for tax return or estate tax purposes.
4. The Education Fund. The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to CSA and Benzie
County students. This fund has an IRS 501(C)(3) designation and contributions may be
eligible for tax return or estate tax purposes.
To assist any member or friend wishing to make bequests to the cSA Funds or the Pilgrim
Fund, the following paragraph may be used:
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4. The Education Fund. The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to CSA and Benzie
County students. This fund has an IRS 501(C)(3) designation and contributions may be
eligible for tax return or estate
tax purposes.SUMMER ASSEMBLY
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To assist any member or friend wishing to make bequests to the cSA Funds or the Pilgrim
Fund, the following paragraph may be used:

I give, devise, and bequeath to the (enter the name of the fund), Frankfort, Michigan,
the sum of $ _______________________ (and/or) the following described property
_________________________ to be used for the purposes of the (enter the name
of the fund), as determined by the Trustees of such fund and in accordance with its
set guidelines, purposes, and intents.

Photo by Sara Belnap
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(*) Indicates located on CSA grounds or Wildewood/Golf Lane and thus
the purchase of a CSA Assembly Ticket is required.
FOR RENT: Newly renovated traditional CSA cottage steps
away from Crystal Knoll, Meeting House and Assembly Building.
New kitchen. 1.5 bathrooms plus separate new shower stall. 1
queen bed, 1 full size bed, bunkbed, daybed. Wood-paneled living
room, with newly upholstered furnishings and electric wood stove,
opens out to oversized screened porch with dining and sitting
areas. Short fight down to bedrooms (master bedroom has a
Vermont Castings wood stove and separate entrance), bathrooms
and washer/dryer. Outside, large deck with grill and outdoor dining
set from where one can hear the CSA choir sing, and the church
bells ring. Wi-Fi. Weekly rental preferred. $1000-1200/wk (plus
cleaning charge) depending on week; Currently available from
May 28-June 19 and from August 14-September 10. Also available
after September 13.
Call or text (617) 921-8112 or email dyspitzer@gmail.com
*FOR RENT: Historic CSA cottage on M-22 (2061 Pilgrim
Highway) directly across from the ballfield. 3 bedroom/1 bath—
1 Queen, 1 double, and 2 twins. Has washer/dryer. Screened
in front porch. Available May-Sept. $850/week peak season,
$500/week shoulder. gregdeeds@hotmail.com 203-218-0856
*FOR RENT: Bavarian-inspired charming "little cottage" in the
woods, on CSA grounds. Four bedrooms. Sleeps up to 10 but
6 comfortably. One and a half baths plus hot outdoor shower.
Wood Burning fireplace. Cable. WiFi. Gas grill. Remodeled
kitchen/microwave, dishwasher. Washer/Dr yer. $1,000/
week.  clareburks@gmail.com

FOR RENT: Charming Lakeside Bungalow for RentBeautiful
2-bedroom (1 queen, 1 full plus pull-out sofa), 1.5-bathroom
home located right on stunning Crystal Lake at east end of South
Shore Drive. Private lakeside yard is great for entertaining, with
dock, large walkout deck with hot tub and grill.Tasteful hardwood
interior comes with dishwasher, microwave, washer/dryer, TV,
Wi-Fi, and fireplace. Entire house has magnificent panoramic
views of lake. No smoking, no pets. $2,800 per week from late
June-August, off-season rates also available. Contact Susan Ratner
at (201) 739-7130 or sratnerhhk@gmail.com.
*FOR RENT: Winfield at 2189 Brewster Blvd. is a bright and
airy CSA 3 story house with beach access to Lake Michigan and
Crystal Lake. 4 bedrooms, 3 full baths, full kitchen with modern
appliances, washer and dryer, WIFI and cable. Both bedrooms
on the third floor have air conditioners. Sleeps 9 with 3 queens,
2 twins and a twin sleeper. Private wrap around deck includes
outdoor furniture and a Weber gas grill. Limit 2 dogs. For
pictures, rates and availability contact VACASA at 1-800-8638415 or google VACASA Michigan.
FOR RENT: Michabou Shores – Beautiful 4,200 sq. ft. 5
bedroom (Max. 12 people) winterized home minutes from
the Congregational Summer Assembly, Pointe Betsie, Platte
River, Old Indian Trail, Crystal Downs and more. Private Lake
Michigan Beach privileges just a 10 minute walk from the front
door. July and August $4500/week plus cleaning . Discount
for more than 2 weeks. Liberal Covid -19 cancellation policy.
NO PETS. Contact Tim 231 871-0833.

FOR RENT: 998 Crystal Drive, Frankfort, MI 49635
(bet. Chimney Corners & Crystal Downs) Lovely rustic cottage
with tremendous view. Sleeps 6. Up 50 steps across road from
owner’s cottage. Shared beach (108 ft) with dock, rowboat,
canoe, paddleboat, grill. BR 1 (Queen); BR 2 (2 double); Bath; Kit;
LR (sleeper sofa) Fireplace, woodstove, cable TV, Wi-Fi. Decks
with table, chairs, grill, firepit, spa. Weekly rates. Arrive after 3:00
PM first Sat.; leave by 10:00 AM next Sat. Copy of “The Comedy
of Crystal Lake” (2015, 496pp) signed by the author ! Contact:
Dr. Stacy Leroy Daniels stacydan@chartermi.net C989/750-2653

*FOR RENT: Charming CSA cottage retains historic
character and simplicity with newer kitchen and bath. 4 single
beds. 1 bath. Fireplace. No smoking. No pets. $600 per week.
Ken & Cindy Cox 941-445-5477 or kcpizza@aol.com

*FOR RENT: CSA cottage for rent 1900 Evergreen Road
off Beech Road in Wildewood. Close to Michigan Beach. 4
Bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, microwave, washer and dryer,
phone, and Wi-Fi   No smoking or pets Available the last two
weeks of July and the first week of August    $1100 a week
Contact Betty Gish 812 701 8170 or 812 273 3186

FOR RENT: Rent our cottage: available July 10-24!
2388 Maple Arch. Spacious year-round home located on 1+
acre lot in the woods just 200 yards from Lake Michigan. 2-story
cottage with 5 bedrooms, 4 fully remodeled baths, maximum
10 guests. Living room with fireplace; huge dining room; large
walkout deck encircles the cottage. Newly remodeled kitchen
with quartz countertops, all new appliances; kitchen stocked
with everything you need—just like home! Gas grill, Washer/
dryer. Both first and second levels comfortably furnished with
plenty of room for a large family. Hi-speed wireless internet. Easy
walk to Assembly and private access to Lake Michigan beach.
Six bikes/helmets for use. Linens provided. $2700/week in July;
off season rates available. No smoking, no pets. Contact Ellen
Trovillion at 314-607-6955 or ellent124@gmail.com

*FOR RENT: Original CSA cottage available mid June August. Main cabin w/kitchen, dining area, full bath, washer/
dryer, sleeping loft. Three sleeping cabins sleep 6 in combo
of King/Queen/Twin bunks. Walking distance to Crystal/Lake
Michigan. Dishes/linens provided. $800/week. Contact Joe
or Cate Hollenbeck at weekesendcsa@gmail.com or cate.
hollenbeck@gmail.com.

*FOR RENT: Charming CSA cottage. 4 bedrooms, 1 with
a double bed, 2 with 1 twin bed each, 1 with 2 twins, 2 full
baths, large screened porch with glimpses of Crystal Lake. Rent
determined by number of occupants & length of stay. Contact
Carole Jones at 314-968-9740 or carole.jones@sbcglobal.net.
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ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are as follows: Classified
advertisement: $15.00 minimum for 35
words or less, abbreviations counted
as words; additional words @ 15 cents.
Display adver tisements: quar ter page,
$50.00; half page, $85.00; full page $140.00.
Please have copy in hands of local agent
prior to November 1. You will be billed in
the spring after the NEWS is mailed out.
To place an ad contact
elwaltoncsa@gmail.com
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Richard A. MacRae, RPh

Full Service Pharmacy
Full Line of Variety Merchandise
Onsite Digital Photo Printing
Open 7 Days a Week
401 MAIN STREET • 231-352-4471

www.Corner-Drug.com

(231) 352-9900
401 Main St • Frankfort, MI
(Behind Corner Drug)

TheCornerToyStore.com

www.

The Oldest Realty Company in Benzie County
Dependable for over 70 years

VAUGHAN R EALTY
(231) 352-4771
vonby@sbcglobal.net
519 Main Street – Frankfort

Jim Ferris
Owner-Broker
Owned & Operated by CSA Members
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402 FOREST AVENUE | FRANKFORT, MI
231.352.6213 | ELLIEHAROLD.COM
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we care about your
community. because it's
our community too.
simple human sense
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Imagine
the Power of
Experience
When your plans for your family’s future extend for generations to come,
you need experienced Financial Advisors who not only specialize in wealth
preservation and transfer but who also take the time to get to know your
family’s values and vision.
Our team understands the goals and challenges of family wealth management
and has the expertise to address your complete financial picture, including:
• Accumulation and preservation strategies
• Business succession planning
• College education planning

• Estate planning services
• Financial planning
• Retirement savings planning

Let us put our family wealth management experience to work for you.

Edward W. Schindler
Director
eschindler@rwbaird.com

David R. Appleford, JD, LL.M., CFP®
PWM Financial Planner
dappleford@rwbaird.com

The Schindler Appleford Group
1001 Bay Street, Traverse City, MI 49684
231-933-6050 . 800-793-6379

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered
in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirement. Robert W.
Baird & Co. does not provide tax or legal advice. ©2019 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated. Member SIPC. MC-272834.
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Crystal Lake &
Watershed Association
is ...
• Leading the fight against swimmer’s itch
• Providing boat washing to prevent the spread of invasive species
• Monitoring lake levels and water quality
Join us in protecting Crystal Lake
now for generations to come.

Crystal Lake &
Watershed Association
P.O. Box 89
Beulah, MI 49617
www.crystallakewatershed.org
231.882.4001 Tel

Thank you CSA members for your enthusiastic support!

Follow the CLWA on Facebook: www.facebook.com/theclwa
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TOMMY WILLIAMS, REALTOR
Born & Bred CSA-er: CSA Resident
19 Years of Solid Experience
Exceptional Service Guaranteed
tomwilliams1@earthlink.net | 520-548-9686

Please Contact me if you or someone you know is thinking of Buying or Selling a Property on the CSA or in the General Crystal Lake Area.
No other Realtor provides better service – please touch base with me to find out for yourself, and here are a few excellent Properties:

CRYSTAL DOWNS: 200 BEACH ROAD! Gracious Living on 150’ of Private Lake POINT ARCADIA: Lakefront Living at a great price! This Excellent Vacant
Michigan Frontage with Spectacular Lake Views! This beautiful 3,310 Sq’, Parcel features gorgeous views of Arcadia Lake AND Lake Michigan, plus
4 BR/5BA home with spectacular Tile Stone Fireplace features 25’ Vaulted it’s partly cleared/level, so you’ll have outstanding building sites to pick
Ceilings, Wall Window s and an inviting, Open Floor Plan. The kitchen is from. Build your Up North home and then walk a few steps to your dock
gorgeous yet quite functional, plus: there’s Hardwood Flooring; a spacious, 20’ where you’ll keep your deep water (or smaller) boat. You’ll then ease your
wide Deck opening to the Clean, Clear Water; a well protected beach; and each boat through the channel for a few hundred feet and arrive at the boating
of the 3 Guest Bedrooms has its own Private Bathroom. Further, the Two Main mecca that is Lake Michigan! This parcel really does provide you with the
Area Guest Bedrooms are separated by a Beautiful Loft/Den, and the Garage best of both worlds: the protection of an inland lake PLUS easy access to
Apartment has its own full Bedroom/Bath/Office and roomy Living Area. Finally, the Big Water. Don’t miss this outstanding value, where you’ll enjoy the
there’s an attached 3 Car Heated Garage; a second attached 1 Car Garage; and water PLUS Arcadia’s golf, dining, fishing, etc., amenities – it really is a
much, much more! Please contact me for a personal tour, and thanks!
wonderful opportunity for the discerning Buyer.
COMING SOON: a beautiful Michabou Shores home – contact me for details!
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*

*
= Worship Service at the Assemby

*Office Opens June 21, 2021 and Closes August 20, 2021

- FEDEX & UPS PACKAGE DELIVERY & PICKUP BaySide Printing is no longer accepting packages for the CSA at any time of the year.

If the CSA Office has limited hours and services in the 2021 Season due to COVID protocols
there will be no mail service at the Assembly. In this case you may continue to use the CSA
address: Your Name, c/o CSA, 2128 Pilgrim Hwy., Frankfort MI 49635 but your packages
will be delivered to the Frankfort Post Office, stored in alpha order by last name on special
shelving located in that facility. You may pick up your mail and packages there. Packages are
not to be delivered to the CSA Assembly Building by UPS, Fed-Ex or other delivery services.
The Frankfort Post Office has agreed to accept packages from these services.
If the CSA has a full season, packages will be accepted at the Office Monday, June 21 - Friday,
August 20 Delivery of packages pre and post season will be delivered to the Frankfort Post
Office as outlined above.

• LOCAL PHONE NUMBERS •
EMERGENCY ....................................................911
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & VISITOR CENTER
Benzie County
Chamber of Commerce ...........................................(800) 882-5801
Frankfort-Elberta Area
Chamber of Commerce ...........................................(231) 352-7251
COPY/SCANNING/FAXING
BaySide Printing, Inc.....................................................(231) 352-4440
GOVERNMENT
Benzie County
Government Center ...................................................(231) 882-9671
City of Frankfort............................................................(231) 352-7117
Village of Benzonia .......................................................(231) 882-9981
Village of Beulah ............................................................(231) 882-4451
LIBRARIES
Benzie Shores District Library, Frankfort ........(231) 352-4671
Benzonia Public Library .............................................(231) 882-4111
Darcy Library, Beulah ..................................................(231) 882-4111
POST OFFICES
Beulah Post Office........................................................(231) 882-5588
Frankfort Post Office..................................................(231) 352-4341
RECREATION
Crystal Mountain Resort & Spa ...........................(800) 968-7686
Sleeping Bear Dunes Visitors Center ................(231) 326-5134
RESTAURANTS/TAKE-OUT
A. Papano’s Pizza, Beulah ..........................................(231) 882-2300
A. Papano’s Pizza, Frankfort.....................................(231) 352-6700
Birch & Maple, Frankfort .........................................(231) 399-0399
Cabbage Shed ................................................................(231) 352-9843
Crescent Bakery, Frankfort ......................................(231) 352-4611
Dinghy’s Restaurant & Bar, Frankfort .................(231) 352-4702
Frankz ..................................................................................(231) 399-0162
L’Chayim Deli, Beulah .................................................(231) 882-5221
L’Chayim Deli, Frankfort ...........................................(231) 352-5220
Manitou, Honor .............................................................(231) 352-4761
Port City Smokehouse ..............................................(231) 352-9192
Rocks Landing .................................................................(231) 399-0158
Stormcloud Brewing Co., Frankfort....................(231) 352-0118
Villa Marine, Frankfort ................................................(231) 352-5450
TRANSPORTATION
Benzie Bus.........................................................................(231) 325-3000

• NOTES •

2021 CALENDAR
Saturday............................. Jun-19 ..............................Board of Trustee Meeting .................................................... 9:00 AM
Sunday ................................ Jun-20 ..............................First Sunday Service ............................................................. 11:00 AM
Monday.............................. June-21 ...........................Office Opens/Programs Begin .......................................... 9:00 AM
Thursday ........................... Jun-24 ..............................Potluck Dinner.............................................................................6:00 PM
Monday-Saturday ......... Jul 5 – 10 .......................July Tennis Tournament....................................................................TBA
Monday.............................. Jul-5 ..................................Children’s Operetta Try-Outs ............................................1:00 PM
Wednesday ..................... Jul-7 ..................................Art Workshops ...................................................................................TBA
Saturday............................. Jul-10 ...............................Dutton Concert .........................................................................7:30 PM
Friday .................................. Jul-16 ...............................Women’s Assoc. Annual Mtg........................................... 10:00 AM
Friday .................................. Jul-16 ...............................Operetta Dress Rehearsal ...................................................7:30 PM
Saturday............................. Jul-17 ...............................Children’s Operetta .................................................................7:30 PM
Sunday ................................ Jul-18 ...............................Citation Sunday ...................................................................... 11:00 AM
Monday-Friday ............... Jul 19-23 ........................Nature Explorers Program ..........................................................TBA
Thursday ........................... Jul-22 ...............................Potluck Dinner.............................................................................6:00 PM
Thursday ........................... Jul-22 ...............................Open Forum ................................................................................7:30 PM
Saturday............................. Jul-24 ...............................Board of Trustees Meeting .................................................. 9:00 AM
Sunday ................................ Jul-25 ...............................Celebration of Life Sunday............................................... 11:00 AM
Tuesday .............................. Jul-27 ...............................Cottage Treasurer’s Pre-Sale ...............................................5:00 PM
Wednesday ..................... Jul-28 ...............................Arts and Crafts Fair.......................................... 10:00 AM-4:00 PM
Friday .................................. Jul-30 ...............................Talent Night ................................................................................... 7:30PM
Saturday............................. Jul-31 ...............................Annual Meeting.......................................................................... 9:30 AM
Saturday............................. Jul-31 ...............................Burrows-Getz Concert ..........................................................7:30 PM
Monday.............................. Aug-02 ...........................Wildwood Assoc. Meeting ....................................................9:30AM
Monday-Saturday ......... Aug 02-07 ....................August Tennis Tournament............................................................TBA
Monday-Friday ............... Aug 02-06 ....................Gibson Series ............................................................................12:00 PM
Monday.............................. Aug-02 ...........................Adult Musical Try-Outs...........................................................1:00 PM
Saturday............................. Aug-07 ...........................Armstrong Concert .................................................................7:30 PM
Monday.............................. Aug-09 ...........................Art Workshops ...................................................................................TBA
Wednesday ..................... Aug-11 ...........................Authors & Artisans Fair ...................................10:00 AM-2:00PM
Friday-Saturday.............. Aug 13-14 ....................Adult Musical................................................................................7:30 PM
Thursday ........................... Aug-19 ...........................Potluck Dinner.............................................................................6:00 PM
Thursday ........................... Aug-19 ...........................Open Forum ................................................................................7:30 PM
Friday .................................. Aug-20 ...........................Office Closes/Programs End ...............................................4:00 PM
Sunday ................................ Aug-22 ...........................Last Sunday Service.............................................................. 11:00 AM

